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SPECIAL EVENT (Saturday @7pm) 

 

NERF BLASTER CHALLENGE 
Want to know more? Come down to the LAN at 7pm to 

see and for a chance to take part. 
 

You can win: 

 

G-Series 
G19 
(MSRP $200) 

 

G-Series 
G710+ 

(MSRP $150) 

 

G-Series 
G710+ 

(MSRP $120) 
 



SPECIAL EVENT (All weekend!) 

UVic Urban Gaming and GottaCon Conventions presents: 
Cards vs. Zombies – Convention Style HvZ 

Overview 
Cards vs. Zombies is an alternate version of Humans vs. Zombies designed for conventions and places where 
running and projectiles are forbidden. Players begin as humans and try to survive as growing zombie horde takes 
over the convention. 
 
Rules 
The majority of players begin as humans, identified by a green strip of fabric tied around their wrist. The humans’ 
goal is to survive until the end of the convention. Humans can carry three dart cards with them at any time. 
 
A few players begin as zombies, identified by a yellow wristband. The zombies’ goal is to work together to turn all 
humans into zombies by the end of the convention by tagging them. 
 
Human Rules 
If a human is tagged, they can defend themselves by giving a dart card to the attacking 
zombie. This zombie is stunned, and cannot play for ten minutes. They remove their 
wristband and put it in their pocket. If a human has used some or all of their dart 
cards, they can come to the HvZ resupply center at any time to draw back up to three 
cards.  
 
Humans are also free to trade dart cards at any time (even while in combat), and in this 
way a group of humans can work together to defend against an attack by a group of 
zombies. 
 
Zombie Rules 
Zombies turn a human into a zombie by tapping them on the shoulder. A stunned zombie may re-spawn after ten 
minutes or by returning to the information booth. Game moderators will specify (verbally and via twitter) the 
amount of cards the zombie needs to level up. 
 
When a zombie collects the designated number of cards, they can return them to the moderators to level up. All 
zombies begin with a yellow wristband, signifying that it 
required one dart to stun them. Zombies can level up to a 
red headband which requires three dart cards to be 
stunned. 
 
Safety Rules 
Running is strictly prohibited. If you are seen running (or 
hear about it after the fact), you will be removed from the 
game. Certain areas of the convention floor are “safe zones” in which players cannot be tagged.  
 
Child’s Play Charity 
As a bonus to players who want to be involved in the game and give a little back to the community there will be an 
upgrade store with a variety of human and zombie upgrades which can be obtained by making a donation to 
Child’s Play. 
 
Don’t be an idiot 
Everyone plays Cards vs. Zombies to have fun, and the rules of CvZ only exist because we agree they do. That’s why 
the most important rule of Cards vs. Zombies is to treat your fellow players with respect, and gracefully accept 
when you have been tagged or stunned. 
 

Survive the weekend for a chance to win a prize! 
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Lost and Misplaced Badge and Event Tickets 
We cannot replace lost, stolen or forgotten badges.  Please be responsible 
with your convention materials.  Lost, stolen or forgotten items must be 
repurchased at full cost.  It is recommended that you check at our information 
desk (area 4 on map) to see if your materials have been turned in to the Lost 
and Found.  GottaCon assumes no responsibility for lost, stolen or forgotten 
materials. 
 

Refunds and Transfers 
Tickets and badges are non-refundable.  Tickets and badges are transferable 
with the approval of GottaCon Staff but only up until 5:00PM Friday February 
1, 2013 when the doors open to the public.  No badge is transferable once it is 
used to gain access to the convention. 
 

Badge Credentials 
Everyone attending GottaCon must wear a valid badge for identification and 
admission.  A badge gives you access to the main hall, seminars, and other 
events happening in public areas during one or more days of the convention.  
Badges must be visible at all times to assure staff and security of your validity 
to participate at the show.  
 

Badge Registration 
Full weekend badge: $50.00 
Friday badge only: $20.00 
Saturday badge only: $28.00 
Sunday badge only: $20.00 
Prices include HST. Badge purchases can be made onsite at the Badge 
Registration desk (area 1 on map).  We accept cash only.  We do not accept 
cheques or money orders.  We will have free badge holders and lanyards at 
the desk for your use.  For additional information about other badge types and 
associated cost, please visit the badge registration. If you want to recycle your 
badge or lanyard drop it off at the badge registration desk. 
 

Children 10 and Under Badge Registration 
Children 10 and under get in free (must be accompanied by an adult, provide 
proof of age if asked, maximum two free child admissions per adult). Children 
10 and under are required to have a badge.  Staff will also require that the 
parent’s name and contact info be placed on the badge.  This measure is to 
help should a child and parent become separated; we will have contact 
information which will allow us to get in touch with the parent immediately.  
 

Ethics and Conduct 
Threatening, stealing, cheating, rowdiness, harassment, endangering the 
safety of oneself or others, failure to conduct oneself in a mature manner or 
violating any of our show policies will be grounds for removal from the 
convention without refund.  These measures are in place to ensure that all 
attendees have the most enjoyable convention possible.  Should you observe 
any of these violations, please report them to a security officer or staff member 
as soon as possible.  
 

Food and Beverages 
The convention has a well stocked concession stand that will be open 24 hours 
a day while the convention is open to the public. Outside food and/or 
beverages may be brought on to the premises.  Unless approved by 
convention staff no sale of food and/or beverages is permitted inside the 
convention.  If an offending party is discovered the offending party will be 
asked to remove the food from the premises or be removed from the 
convention without refund.  This applies to the person who purchases the 
goods as well. 
 

Smoking 
There is no smoking allowed inside any of the convention facilities.  Smoking is 
permitted outside in the designated areas.  Please be respectful of our host 
city and help keep the streets and sidewalks clean by disposing of your 
smoking paraphernalia in the appropriate receptacles. 
 

Costume and Weapons 
Futuristic, non-existent weapons and boffer weapons are the only types of 
weapons permitted in the convention space.  The exception to this rule is for 
persons participating in the costume contest. 20th and 21st century military 
uniforms are not permitted.  The exception to this rule is for active duty military.   
Military personnel are prohibited from carrying firearms, regardless of whether  
they are licensed. 

 

Weapons Policy 
Functional Weapons  
1. GottaCon attendees may not carry or possess any working weapon at any 

time during the convention.  
2. The definition of working weapon includes, but is not limited to firearms and 

ammunition of any and all kinds (BB guns, cap guns, air-soft weapons, 
paintball guns, tazers, explosives, firecrackers, fireworks), knives, swords, 
katanas, bokken, or other martial arts style swords, daggers, sword canes, 
switchblades, axes, hatchets, clubs, silly string, martial arts weapons, brass 
knuckles, chains, pepper spray, mace, and any other projectile item, toy or 
real.  

3. Firearms that have the firing pin removed or are otherwise modified to be 
made non-functional are still considered “real weapons” and are not 
permitted.  

Bows, Swords and Other Guidelines 
1. Bows are allowed only if the arrows have blunt tips.  
2. Swords must be sheathed and peace bonded to be allowed into the 

convention.  
3. Props constructed using metal, hardwood, fiberglass, glass or hard plastics 

must be approved by Evan Hatch.  
4. Cardboard, foam, balsa or other light, craft type wood, light and/or soft 

plastic or any other material that collapses under forceful pressure are 
acceptable.  

5. Sharp edges are not permitted on any material.  
Firearms 
1. Prop firearms are allowed only if such accessories cannot be mistaken for 

real weapons.  
2. The barrel crown of all replica firearms must be painted a bright color 

(yellow, orange, etc.) or have a similarly coloured plastic cap attached to the 
crown of the barrel.  

3. Any replica guns not meeting criteria will not be allowed and must be 
returned to a hotel room, car or convention centre security booth.  

 
Weapons purchased in the Exhibit Hall must be kept wrapped and then 
immediately removed from the premises upon purchase.  Any item or weapon 
being used or brandished in an inappropriate fashion or complaint regarding 
their display will require immediate removal of the item from the convention 
center.  Failure to comply will result in removal from the premises and revoking 
the offending parties’ badge without refund. 
 

Lost and Found 
The information desk (area 4) serves as the center for lost and found items 
during the convention.  Unclaimed property will be turned over to convention 
staff at the close of the convention.  You can help protect your belongings by 
including identification tags in wallets, purses, backpacks and other loose 
items. 
 

Adhesive Backed Stickers and Decals 
Adhesive backed decals and stickers may not be given out inside the 
convention by an exhibitor or individual. 
 

Security 
All security personnel serve to ensure the safety and well-being of everyone.  
Please show them the respect they deserve.  Failure to comply with the 
directives issued by security and staff may result in immediate expulsion 
without refund. 
 

Animals 
Animals will not be allowed in the facility unless they are service animals.  
Service animals are defined as animals that are individually trained to perform 
tasks for people with disabilities such as guiding people who are blind, alerting 
people who are deaf, pulling wheelchairs, alerting and protecting a person who 
is having a seizure, or performing other special tasks.  Service animals are 
working animals, not pets. 
 

Solicitation 
Selling goods without the consent of GottaCon, distributing flyers, putting up 
posters and any other forms of solicitation are not permitted in the public areas 
of the convention or hotels.  All selling of products or services is restricted to 
the Exhibit Hall and require permit.  Offending parties will be removed from the 
area and have their badges revoked without refund. 
 

GottaCon 2013 
General Information 

Registration and Policies 
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Evan Hatch - Founder/Owner 
I was born and raised in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. I met my wife at Acadia University 
in 1996 and we have been together ever 
since! Recently, we welcomed a new 
addition to your lives as our daughter 
Sabryn was born in the summer of 2010. I 
spent 5 years in Toronto where I 
participated in local gaming conventions 
and created a gaming community with 
Eugene Dere called Toronto Role Players 
Association which is still going strong. This 

is where my passion for gaming conventions all started.  
 

As a delegate for Wizards of the Coast in 2005 and 2006 I 
spent two years obtaining in-depth knowledge of their gaming 
products as well as their tournament structures. I performed 
hundreds of product demonstrations and attended Gen Con 
Indy in 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012, NY Comic Con in 2010 
and PAX Prime in 2011, 2012 and San Diego Comic Con in 
2012 as a demonstrator and volunteer for Wizards of the 
Coast.  
 

I’m a huge fan of Magic the Gathering, computer games as 
well as RPGs and board games of all kinds.  
 

I came to Victoria in 2005 with 15 years of gaming experience 
where I met Carson and from our combined passion, 
motivation and expertise rose the gaming convention you see 
today.  GottaCon continues to be a challenge in my life but 
one I’m happy to have. 
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GottaCon’s first convention was in February 2009, but work began much earlier than that. In October 2006, three partners, Evan 
Hatch, Carson Upton and Michael Lum (now retired), from three different walks of life, decided Victoria was going to be one of 
the hot spots to game with the introduction of GottaCon - a professional gaming convention that would include games of all 
genres. You might be wondering who the owners/staff are - it’s quite possible you’ve already met them! In case you haven’t, or 
you want to know more about them, here’s a quick bio of each. 

GottaCon 2013 
The People Behind GottaCon 

A Little About Us 

Carson Upton - Founder/Owner 
Born and raised in Victoria, the one thing 
I quickly realized was that I was born to 
game - this can be traced it all the way 
back to my mom reading Lord of the 
Rings to me as a child. This sparked a 
passion for reading fiction at an early 
age, but I soon wanted to be the one 
doing, not the one watching. Sure 
enough, video gaming soon became a 
part of my life.  
 

Now as an “adult,” I’m deeply involved in role playing games, 
and an extension of that passion led to my founding of the 
Vancouver Island Gaming Guild (VIGG). I still try to find some 
time for miniatures, video games, and board games. 
  
I’ve been involved in the convention scene in Victoria for the 
past 10 years, and when I learned that there was an opportunity 
to become a partner in a brand new convention, I jumped at the 
opportunity to help create GottaCon. It was a chance for me to 
bring all of my geeky pleasures together in one crazy weekend.  
GottaCon has been an amazing experience for me, providing 
an awesome opportunity for the community and simultaneously 
giving me the opportunity to funnel my ample knowledge in 
running such a large scale event.  
 
My recent move to Vancouver has lead to many opportunities to 
meet new gamers and geeky communities and get them 
involved in GottaCon. 

What is GottaCon? 
GottaCon is a three-day broad spectrum gaming convention 
that is held annually on the first weekend in February in 
Victoria, British Columbia. GottaCon celebrates the science 
fiction and fantasy genres, covers many related hobbies and 
offers a one stop experience for the fans and enthusiasts of 
those genres. 
 
The vision of GottaCon is to host something for everyone 
including free-play and tournaments in board games, 
collectible/non-collectible miniatures, collectible trading cards, 
role-playing games, and electronic gaming as well as 
demonstrations, contests, information sessions, workshops, a 
variety of exhibitors. 
 
Our goal is to deliver a high quality and exciting environment 
that will establish GottaCon as an annual destination that 
participants will return to for years to come. Our 2013 event, 
called GottaCon 2013, will be our fifth show. The convention 
doors open at 5:00pm Friday and do not close until 7:00pm 
Sunday (around the clock gaming for an entire weekend). 
 
 

 
GottaCon takes place at Pearkes Recreation Centre at 3100 
Tillicum Rd. with over 24,000 square feet of floor space. 
 
History of GottaCon Attendance 
First show (GottaCon 2009) attendance:   600 
Second show (GottaCon 2010) attendance:  900 
Third show (GottaCon 2011) attendance:   1100 
Fourth show (GottaCon 2012) attendance:  1500 
Anticipated GottaCon 2013 attendance:    1800 to 2000 
 
Staff 
Alex Larente, Social Media Manager: socialmedia@gottacon.com 
Bonnie Beyea, Volunteer Manager: volunteers@gottacon.com 
Jules Sherred, Special Events Manager: specialevents@gottacon.com 
Lee Guille, Board Games Manager: boardgames@gottacon.com 
Marilee Pitt, Front End Office Manager: frontoffice@gottacon.com 
Mark Olsson, IT Manager 
Mike Gruber, Role Playing Game Manager: rpgs@gottacon.com 
Paul Puhallo, Miniatures Manager: ppuhallo@gottacon.com 
Spencer Whitney, LAN Operations: videogames@gottacon.com 
Wilf Rondeau, Back End Office Manager 

mailto:socialmedia@gottacon.com
mailto:volunteers@gottacon.com
mailto:specialevents@gottacon.com
mailto:boardgames@gottacon.com
mailto:frontoffice@gottacon.com
mailto:rpgs@gottacon.com
mailto:ppuhallo@gottacon.com
mailto:videogames@gottacon.com
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Working at Skyhaven Games allows some unique 

insights into what new games seem very “hot” for 2012. 
In no particular order, the following are five of the best-
received games at our store... 
 

1) Descent: Journeys into Darkness 2nd Edition 
Released by Fantasy Flight Games 

This recent revamp of the original Descent board game 
provides a streamlined ruleset; allowing for faster setup, 
shorter games, and less bookkeeping. The original game 
was already popular, and the second edition proved to 
be even more so. And for those that had the original, 
they can simply update by buying the Conversion Kit, 
which will allow keeping the original artwork, sculpts, 
design, and rich cast of characters. 
 

This game involves several players 
(adventurers) who are pitted against 
various scenarios of one person's 
creation (called the GM). The GM 
designs these scenarios or uses the 
prefabricated ones provided. The 
campaign mode allows players to 
advance their adventurers from game 
to game, and is great for a regular 
gaming group. It's also a good 
introduction to role-playing games. 
 
2) Android: Netrunner 

Released by Fantasy Flight Games 
This reinvention of the original Netrunner CCG (released 
by Wizards of the Coast) features much better artwork, 
clearer rules, and all in the new LCG (Living Card Game) 
format (so that cards aren't purchased in randomized 
packs). In this game, one player plays the Corporation, 
and the other plays the Runner. The Corp tries to further 
its agendas, and the Runner attempts to hack and break 
them. Players can alternate roles from game to game in 
this fun one-on-one card game. Expansion packs come 
out periodically that can be added to modify your decks. 
 

3) Dungeon Command 
Released by Wizards of the Coast 

Dungeons & Dragons Miniatures is back! Or at least, 
that's what I first thought when I saw this. When I opened 
it and demonstrated it, I was pleasantly surprised to find 
that this is an entirely different game, albeit still with the 
miniatures we love to use in role-playing. The game 
comes with tiles, tokens, and cards (which can also be 
used in the Dungeons & Dragons board games like the 
Legend of Drizzt), but one main thing is noticeably 
absent – there's no dice! 
 
That's right. This is diceless miniatures gaming. The 
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game plays out with your army being “deployed” by your 
commander (and yes, commanders differ), and your 
individual units have levels (just like the role-playing 
game). Their levels determine what actions (command 
cards) you can use – the higher the level, the better the 
actions. Units also “specialize” - some units favor DEX 
and can use DEX cards (usually dodges and the like), 
others like STR (damage cards), INT (spells), and so on. 
The best way to describe the game is that it is a card-
driven miniatures game. The “random factor” comes into 
what cards you draw (you have two decks – one for 
deploying your army, and the other for the actions your 
characters can take); but the decks are quite small (and 
the command deck reshuffles once it empties) so it can 

come down to quite a bit of bluffing. Your 
opponent's strongest character may be 
able to dodge, so perhaps you should 
simply take out the weaker one? In 
addition, the map also has incentives to 
cause movement – treasure can be found 
and taken, and there are strategic 
locations to move to – rough terrain, 
dangerous terrain (fire hurts!) and so on. 
 

All in all, this game is an innovative new 
take on the traditional miniature gaming, 

and it's sold in non-collectible army sets! If you have a 
moment, I would definitely check this one out. 
 

4) Mice & Mystics 
Released by Plaid Hat Games 

This cooperative adventure game has players who have 
been turned into mice racing around a castle. Loot, 
levelling up, party achievements, and pretty miniatures 
make this a great game for all ages; the theme is very kid
-friendly and yet this game still has enough depth for lots 
of replay value. It's telling that we have a hard time 
keeping this one in stock! 
 

5) Eclipse 
Released by Asmodee 

Eclipse has been one of the hottest releases we've seen, 
not only its genre, but in general. This science fiction 
board game plays in about 2 to 3 hours (approx. 30 
minutes per player) with our major aspects – explore, 
expand, exploit, and exterminate. There are lots of 
choices in its gameplay as well “games within the 
game” (the ship-upgrade system). Expect us to try to 
regularly stock this game – when we can get it! 
 
Michael is the owner of Skyhaven Games and helped found GottaCon 
in its infancy. His store is found in Burnside Plaza – 3458 Tillicum Rd. 
- which is just a short walk from where you picked up this booklet. 

Top 5 New Board & Card Games of 2012 

By Michael Lum 
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With the announcement recently that George Lucas has 

sold his empire to the Disney Corporation for $4 billion 
and that new Star Wars movies and games would be 
coming on a regular basis, I found myself reflecting back 
to my childhood. 
 

Since returning to Arizona last year to open our second 
office, I have on more than one occasion thought about 
growing up in Phoenix. While we moved to Seattle when I 
was 12, there are still several memories that I fondly 
associate with my time in Arizona, particularly movies, 
places, and events that set me on the path of being a 
reviewer. 
 

As anyone who has ever spent a summer in Arizona will 
know, temperatures regularly reach over hundred 
degrees and as such it was commonplace for my friends 
and me to spend a lot of time in the air-conditioned malls 
and movie theaters. 
 

While many of the theaters have changed or are no 
longer in existence today, having made way for the more 
modern multiplexes, I still have very fond memories of 
going to the original Cine Capri and watching the original 
Star Wars in 1977. Although I was very young, I do 
remember, very vividly, the impact of watching a Star 
destroyer encompass the gigantic screen and how that 
movie sparked a love of film, writing, and gaming which 
has endured to this very day. I even remember standing 
in line on the first Sunday it opened to watch The Empire 
Strikes Back even though the line circled the theater and 
went down the block. 
 

Star Wars was a regular part of my childhood as were the 
Disney live-action and animated films. I can fondly 
remember watching Pete's Dragon at the Bethany 
Theater, and how much I enjoyed watching The Rescuers 
at the cinemas at the Christown Mall. There were 
countless Disney films that followed ranging from The 
Black Hole to the animated classics as well as the very 
enjoyable live-action films that featured Dean Jones, 
Jodie Foster, Kurt Russell, Don Knotts, and many more. 
 

I regularly watched the Wonderful World of Disney with 
my family, and enjoyed subscriptions to several comic 
books which I eagerly look forward to finding in the 
mailbox when I returned home from school. 
 

The ironic thing about this is that Disney, 
Marvel, and Lucasfilm were all a big part 
of my childhood and all had a huge impact 
on me that have remained to this day. 
Even though I grew up and stopped 
buying the toys and comic books that were 
such an integral part of my childhood, I 

never lost my enthusiasm and appreciation for the subject 
material which always became reinvigorated with each 
new movie or video game. 
 

With the acquisition of Lucasfilm as well as their recent 
acquisition of Marvel, I think it is very safe to say that 
Disney now owns the rights to some of my fondest 
childhood memories. 
 

I, for one, am ecstatic about several new Star Wars films 
in the future, and as my wife so accurately stated, D23 
(official Disney Fan Club) is going to be quite interesting 
this year. I know some people have expressed doom and 
gloom over the recent acquisition, but I honestly have to 
say if there's any company out there that will respect, 
honor, and properly preserve Lucas's creation, it is 
Disney. They have shown absolute reverence for their 
classic films and have lovingly restored them so that they 
will be preserved for future generations. Yes, I know there 
is the financial side to all of it and with $4 billion invested 
it is natural to expect that Disney will try to get as much 
return from the franchise as they can. 
 

Let us not forget that Star Wars related Disney toys have 
been a staple of their theme parks for nearly 2 decades, 
and that both the Star Wars and Indiana Jones rides are 
among the most popular and biggest draws of their parks. 
I have absolutely no problem with new Star Wars rides, 
games, movies, shows, and whatever else Disney 
decides to create as long as the quality and respect for 
the franchise endures. 
 

I do not expect Star Wars to become a series of Ewok 
adventures or holiday specials. Disney has shown very 
respectable wisdom to date with how they've handled the 
Marvel Comics movies. Yes, it is a unique situation as 
other studios maintain certain character rights, but the 
stewardship of Disney has, in my opinion, been spot on 
as triumphantly illustrated by the one-two punch of last 
summer's The Avengers and The Amazing Spiderman. 
 

For me it's comforting to know that my children will be 
able to have the joy of Star Wars, Disney, and Marvel 
essentially under one roof, and that I will be able to share 
my childhood with their children in time. 

Disney + Marvel + Star Wars = My Childhood 
By Gareth von Kallenbach  
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Standard Action 
Standard Action is a comedy-fantasy webseries inspired by table-top roleplaying and video games, and 
filled with enough nerdy pop culture references to keep everyone from the Tolkein fan to the Trekkie to 
the Browncoat entertained. The story follows four bumbling, inept adventurers – Edda the Elf Barbarian, 
Martin the Druid, Gwenevere the Sorcerer, and Fernando the Half-Halfling Bard. Outcast from their 
parties and not quite epic enough to find new ones, the four adventurers find each other, and embark 
on a chaotic quest that will test not only their fellowship, but everyone’s ideas of what a hero should be. 
 
Standard Action's first season of 14 episodes gained critical acclaim for its beautiful art, costumes and 
cinematography; its quirky characters and intelligent writing; its fantastic monsters; and the high calibre 
of its acting. And now they're back for Season 2! 

Guests and Discussion 

Panels of 2013 
Alyx Dellamonica – Guest of Honour 

A.M. Dellamonica's first novel, urban fantasy INDIGO SPRINGS, won the 2010 Sunburst Award 
for Canadian Literature of the Fantastic; a sequel, BLUE MAGIC, was released by Tor in 2012. 
She has published short fiction in Isaac Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine, Strange 
Horizons, TOR.COM and over thirty other magazines and anthologies. (Her most recent short is 
"Wild Things.") A resident of Vancouver, British Columbia, Dellamonica teaches writing through 
the UCLA Extension Writers' Program.  

GottaCon 2013 

Philip Armor has been in the Vancouver and Victoria cosplay and anime convention scene since 2007. 

He recently got into My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic in early 2011. His only pony cosplay so far has been a 
male genderbent "Pinkie Pie" Guy, but future plans include Vinyl Scratch, King Sombra, and other Pinkie Pie 
variations. His passions involve acting, singing, and being spontaneous. If you haven't guessed, his favourite 
pony is Pinkie Pie. He spends his gamer life playing League of Legends, Magic the Gathering, Dungeons and 
Dragons, and other various video games.  
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Ken Atkinson has been writing stories for the vast majority of his life. It's his dream to make it as an 

author, but, anyone with internet access or a fondness for literature can tell you, that's a rather impractical goal. 
So, it's his intent to supplant that with another low-paying art career: graphic design. Hopefully, two starvation-
inducing incomes combined will equal one mediocre income. As it stands, his work in both categories is still 
purely recreational. Nearly a year ago, however, Ken was introduced to ponies. He very quickly fell in love with 
the characters and the universe, and it was a matter of days before he began to wonder what would happen if 
he took his fairly dark style and superimposed it over Equestria.  

Tessa Burger is a student of Spectrum High. She enjoys puzzle games and MMORPGs like Guild Wars 

and World of Warcraft. Tessa is an avid 'pegasister', who helps in organization of the Victoria Bronies. 

Dave Duncan, originally from Scotland, has lived all his adult life in Western Canada. Before taking up 

writing, he had enjoyed a long career as a petroleum geologist before taking up writing. Since discovering that 
imaginary worlds are more satisfying than the real one, he has published more than forty novels, mostly in the 
fantasy genre, but also young adult, science fiction, and historical. He has at times been Sarah B. Franklin (but 
only for literary purposes) and Ken Hood (which is short for “D’ye Ken Whodunit?”). His most successful works 
have been fantasy series: “The Seventh Sword”, “A Man of His Word” and its sequel, “A Handful of Men”, and 
six books about “The King’s Blades”. 
 

He and Janet were married in 1959. They have one son and two daughters, who in turn are responsible for a spinoff series of 
four grandchildren. Dave now lives in Victoria, BC.  

Alex Flagg is a writer, designer, and 10-year veteran of the games industry, having started in video games 

and later returned to analog gaming with AEG’s Spycraft. In 2005, he formed Crafty Games with co-designer 
Patrick Kapera, and the rest, as they say, is history. Since forming Crafty Games, Alex has written and designed 
over 75 games and supplements, including the Origins and ENnie Award-nominated Spycraft 2.0 and Fantasy 
Craft RPGs. His most recent work is the Mistborn Adventure Game, based on the New York Times bestselling 
fantasy series by Wheel of Time author Brandon Sanderson. 



Eric Seaton has lived in Victoria since 1990, and has been the owner of Crosstime Games of BC since 

2001. He has written and published his own role playing system, Elemental Axes, which is currently in its second 
edition, and is currently working on a storytelling game titled Axes of the Heavens. When not writing, he divides 
his time between his girlfriend, his jobs, and his cat (not always in that order). 

GottaCon 2013 
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Jules Sherred has been a part of the Geek Community for many years. She runs a successful website 

and radio show called Geeky Pleasures. She has interviewed some well known geeks on her radio show, 
including: Wil Wheaton, Jonathan Coulton, Paul and Storm, Phil Plait and the 7th Doctor Who, Sylvester McCoy. 
Aside from her website and radio show, she owns and manages the internet radio station The Look 24/7, is a 
Core Contributor to Wired's GeekMom , and contributes to both Star Wars vs. Star Trek and Nerds in Babeland. 

Matthew Hughes writes science-fantasy.  His alter ego, Matt Hughes, writes crime fiction.  A personality 

fragment, Hugh Matthews, writes media tie-ins. Formerly a journalist, he was staff speechwriter to the Canadian 
Ministers of Justice & Environment in the Trudeau government of 74-79, then spent more than 25 years as a 
speechwriter for corporate executives & political leaders.  At present, he is seeing the world & writing. He has 
won the Arthur Ellis Award, & has been short-listed for the Aurora, Nebula, Philip K Dick, & Derringer Awards.   

Karl Johanson has done game design & testing on close to 200 computer games, for Sanctuary Woods 

Multimedia, Disney Interactive and North Star Games. Karl is the editor and science writer for Neo-opsis Science 
Fiction Magazine, which has won 2 Aurora Awards, and a former co-editor of Under the Ozone Hole, which won 
4 Aurora Awards. Karl has had articles and fiction published in On Spec magazine, Here Be Monsters, Sci Phi 
Journal, Stiches: the Magazine of Medical Humour and other publications. 

Douglas Lloyd is a part time writer of short stories and RPG adventures. Originally from Burnaby, 

Douglas lives in the Fraser Valley where he play-tests game adventures at a local coffee shop. Douglas divides 
his creative time between writing, play-testing and gaming. His first adventure ‘Where is My Spellbook?’ was 
published in 2010 by Blackbyrne Publishing, a licensed third party publisher of Dungeons & Dragons and 
Pathfinder RPGs. He is also a contributing writer in their Age of Lords Campaign Setting and Expedition Guide.  

Steve Saunders has worked professionally in the comic book and print publishing industries for years. 

He’s done everything from scripting, editing, native language adaptation, translation, marketing and comic book 
industry “journalism”. Steve has been playing and running RPGs since the mid-80s, which means he’s getting 
old. Shhhh! So don’t mention the “old” thing to him, okay? 

Joanna Gaskell is an actor, writer, producer & voiceover artist, originally from Victoria, trained in London 

(UK), & working in Vancouver since 2008. She has gained recognition for her writing, acting, & production work 
on multiple-award-winning webseries Standard Action, a comedy-fantasy series inspired by tabletop roleplaying, 
video games, & geeky pop culture. She has been spotted at conventions around North America on panels 
discussing Standard Action, the rise of new media, & the prominent, evolving role of women in webseries. 

Rob Hunt is an independent filmmaker who – completely self-taught – wrote, directed, produced, shot and 

edited two feature films over two years, and now is Director, DoP, Editor and Guest Writer on Standard Action, 
one of the best-looking webseries on the net. He values experience and practice over expensive education – 
learn by doing. His indie experience as a feature film writer has taught him the important skill of writing to a 
budget. Additional Information: www.phasefirefilms.com 

Nicole Matthews entered the MLP community at the young age of 4 when she received her first pony toy. 

Flash forward to when she was 13 and doing repaints of Ponyville toys, sometime around 9th grade, she 
dropped her ponies and took up anime and cosplay. She entered the brony community in early 2011 and by 
February 2012 she had completed her Rainbow Dash cosplay. Since this debut, she has travelled to many 
conventions teaching others how to cosplay ponies. Currently she is an active member of the Victoria Bronies. 

Chris Pramas is an award-winning game designer, writer, & publisher. He is best known as the designer of 

the Dragon Age RPG & Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay, 2nd Edition, & as the founder and President of Green 
Ronin Publishing. He has been a creative director at Wizards of the Coast, Flying Lab Software, & was the lead 
writer on Vigil Games’ Warhammer 40K MMO. Green Ronin continues to thrive under his leadership, publishing 
games like Mutants & Masterminds, DC Adventures, & A Song of Ice and Fire Roleplaying.  

Alison Schuss has been gaming ever since grade 3 when her mom bought her a red Game Boy SP that 

came with Pokémon ruby. She`s been a brony since last year and she loves it! Alison also loves band.  
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Panel Details 

The Influence of D&D 
Day: Saturday 
Time: 10:00am to Noon 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Douglas Lloyd, Joanna 
Gaskell, Chris Pramas  

D&D has influenced not only tabletop RPGs, but also video games, television, 
web series, and more. Join us as we discuss how D&D has grown from a 
game that was once frowned upon, to one that influences many aspects of 
both geek and popular culture, and how it has influenced the lives of 
individuals.  

So You Want to Become a Published Author 
Day: Saturday 
Time: Noon to 2:00pm 
Panelists: Alyx Dellamonica, T.J. Silver, Dave 
Duncan, Matt Hughes  

If you are an author who is trying to get your science fiction or fantasy book 
published, this panel will explore all aspects of getting published. From writing 
a manuscript; to finding an agent – or even if that is necessary; to shopping 
your book; to what to expect if your book is picked up by a publisher; and how 
to deal with rejection, these authors will talk about the ins and outs of the 
publishing business, and explore the variety of options and tools available. 

Digital Rights Management: The Pros and 
Cons 
Day: Saturday 
Time: 3:30pm to 5:30pm 
Panelists: Karl Johanson, Alyx Dellaconica, Jules 
Sherred  

Digital Rights Management or DRM is becoming a largely debated topic. With 
both sides of the debate weighing in on this topic, this panel will explore what 
exactly is DRM; the pros and the cons; why some companies cling on to it, 
while others have let it go; how it effects people's purchasing decisions; ask 
questions such as, “Does DRM only serve to harm the legitimate consumer?” 
and, “Are there any situations where DRM is not a bad thing?”, and more.  

Standard Action: Exclusive Showing and Q&A  
Day: Saturday 
Time: 6:45 pm to 8:45 pm 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, and three 
other members of the Standard Action cast and 
crew.  

Join the Standard Action crew and be the first to view one of the episodes of 
Season 2 of this award winning webseries. After you become the first to view 
this exclusive screening, the cast and crew of Standard Action will take your 
questions, talk about their process and their experiences in the making of 
their show and giving you some of their ideas as to what’s coming next. 
Standard Action is one of the best-looking webseries on the net right now – 
come meet the team that made it happen, and find out what makes them 
different!  

RPG Improv with Standard Action & Friends 
Day: Saturday 
Time: 9:15pm to 11:00pm  
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt,  
Edwin Perez, Eric Fell  

Always wanted to learn how to play a role-playing game (RPG) but were 
afraid to ask?  Just want to celebrate the awesomeness that is RPGing with a 
room full of people who love it as much as you do? Come to RPG Improv! 
The cast and crew of Standard Action is hosting a live Pathfinder game, on-
stage, featuring all the humor and chaos that dice rolling and table-top 
roleplay has to offer. And it's interactive! Put in your two cents to influence the 
direction of the game, and see what happens to the characters as a result. 
See you there! 

GM Roundtable: Enhanced Storytelling  
Day: Sunday 
Time: 10:00am to Noon 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Douglas Lloyd, Eric 
Seaton, Steve Saunders  

Join these GMs as they discuss ways to turn a game from simple words on a 
page, into an immersive world – LARPing without leaving the table. How can 
the use of props, miniatures, music, battle mats, costumes, voices, and more 
enhance the game-play experience? How do you weigh time preparing vs. 
reward? When do you stop using tools to enhance storytelling and when do 
you leave the story to the players’ imaginations?  

Film Screening: Project London 
Day: Sunday 
Time: Noon to 2:00pm 
Panelists: Project London  

Project London is an independent, live action movie with 774 vivid visual 
effects and animations created with the open source software.  
 
Nebraska Higgins plunges into a world of struggle and intrigue after Joint 
Command kills his father, Arizona, a hero known by his large robotic exo-suit.  

“Unusual” Fandoms: Bronies 
Day: Sunday 
Time: 2:30pm to 4:30pm 
Panelists: Nicole Matthews, Tessa Burger, Alison 
Schuss, Philip Armor, Ken Atkinson  

Join us as we discuss an often misunderstood, and largely criticized, aspect 
of fandom: Bronies. What is a Brony and Pegasister? Why does a cartoon, 
often seen as something only for little girls, have such a strong fan base 
among men, with the average age of the male fan at 21-years-old? We will 
attempt to dispel some of the myths about Bronies, and try to create a 
conversation about how we, as a geek community, can better support this 
area of fandom. 
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The Panel room is located just outside the main entrance to the convention area in the “Teen Centre”. 
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Sealed is often looked down upon among experienced 

Magic players, derided as requiring no skill, being all 
about what rares one opens and not about how you play, 
being boring, slow etc. While, like all stereotypes, there is 
some small element of truth to these claims; but those 
who look at RtR (Return to Ravnica) sealed (for example) 
and see it as the Pack Rat lottery are grossly 
underestimating the depth, complexity, and, in this writer's 
opinion, fun of sealed deck tournaments. 
 
The sealed format is ideally suited for the release 
of new sets for several reasons.  It gives you a 
huge card pool, much more than you'll need to 
build a single deck, allowing you to mix and 
match, experiment with different cards and 
colour combinations, and try out the various 
synergies and wacky combos you may have 
discovered in your first look through your sealed 
pool.  Due to the size of the tournament (and 
trust me, GottaCon tournaments can get pretty 
big) and nature of Swiss pairings, you'll get many 
opportunities to test all sorts of different builds against 
players of a similar skill level.  If you start out 0-2 you 
could drop and throw away your sealed pool in frustration, 
or you could look at it as an opportunity to see how the 5 
colour all walls milling deck looks, or maybe the 14 land 
all 1 and 2 drop aggressive creatures deck.  In the spirit 
of the Simic guild, feel free to experiment... you might end 
up creating a hideous monstrosity or an unstoppable 
killing machine, and either of those can be a lot of fun. 
 
For those of you who are more competitive and serious 
about tournament magic, and have dismissed sealed as 
luck-based and simple, I would argue the opposite. In any 
individual tournament, someone can get stuck with a 
useless pool or 7 on-colour rares, but overall, those who 
do well at sealed consistently are the people who truly 
understand the format and the unique factors that make 
sealed interesting.  Detractors like to say sealed is all 
about what bombs you open, and while it is true that most 
decks you face will have at least one or two excellent 
rares, what this means is that you have to build your deck 
and play with that in mind to be successful.  Perhaps you 
shouldn't burn your premium removal spell on turn three 
to clear the path for your Grizzly Bear, or maybe that 23rd 
card should be Cancel rather than a generic 3 mana 2/2. 
 
Besides the deck-building aspects, sealed is also quite 
different from other limited formats in how the games play 
out.  Games tend to be longer and swingier, with both 
gradual card advantage and massive bombs and removal 
spells being highly valued. This tendency means that 

each individual game is likely to feature more decisions 
and thus more opportunities to play well and win despite 
your underpowered pool.  Also, even if you drop the first 
game, your sealed pool offers plenty of options when it 
comes to sideboarding, again rewarding those who have 
put in the thought and effort to truly understand the format 
and what cards are good against opposing strategies. 
 

Playing sealed is a skill just like any other in Magic, 
and it teaches you all sorts of important lessons 
about the game in general and the format 
specifically.  Sealed games are all about resource 
management.  Can I afford to spend my precious 
removal early? Should I run out my bomb on turn 5 
in a format where every opponent is likely to have 
at least a few good answers?  Is this 2 land hand 
keep-able in a format where the games tend to go 
much longer?  These are the kinds of questions 
that sealed teaches you to consider, and the 
lessons you learn are applicable to other games, 
other formats, and even outside Magic.  

 
Sealed also teaches you a lot about how the set as a 
whole works and interacts.  Opening a lot of packs, 
without internal biases and preferences and without 
having to worry about the idea of drafting and building a 
deck can give you a great overall view of the format.  It 
makes it easier to see what colours tend to have the 
greatest concentrations of powerful, synergistic 
commons, what guilds and colour combinations go 
together well, and what are the strengths and 
weaknesses of various archetypes. 
 
I hope this article has given you a little more appreciation 
for sealed as a format. If you're really looking to try your 
hand at it, there's no better opportunity then the Saturday 
afternoon sealed. If so, good luck! May your mana base 
be solid and your removal plentiful. 

In Defense of Sealed Format 

By Zaryn Castillo GottaCon 2013 
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BG = Board Game 
Board games include games played with moving pieces on a 
board, card based or tile based games. 
 

EG = Electronic Game 
Electronic games include video games on consoles such as 
Xbox 360, PlayStation3, Nintendo Wii etc.  They also include 
computer games and personal gaming systems like Nintendo 
3DS and PS Vita. 
 

Minis = Miniature Based Game 
Miniature games are both collectible and non-collectible.  
These are games that are played on a defined surface using 
miniature representations of units or vehicles.  
 

RPG = Roleplaying Game 
Roleplaying games are games in which the participants 

assume the roles of fictional characters. Participants determine 
the actions of their characters based on their characterization, 
and the actions succeed or fail according to a formal system of 
rules and guidelines. 
 

TCG = Trading Card Game 
A trading card game is a game played using specially designed 
sets of playing cards and rules.  These cards usually have a 
rarity assigned to them (and thus a value) and come in 
randomized packages, called boosters. 
 

WS/P = Workshop or Discussion Panel 
Workshops are sessions where a presenter demonstrates to 
participants how to perform a task such as building a model, 
drawing, painting, etc. Discussion Panels are comprised of one 
or more presenters that discuss a topic or topics to an 
audience.  Audience participation is encouraged. 

The event listing is sorted first by All Weekend Long Events, then day, then slot then game type, then finally by start time.  Each 
event will occur at one or more tables and its location will be noted in the Table/Area column.  Events may be assigned a 
maximum player capacity.  Priority for these events goes to those that have signed up in advance of the actual event start time 
or to people who met the conditions of entry (video game add-on for example).  Players are encouraged to sign up in advance 
but if time does not allow, check with the event coordinator at the assigned table to see if room is still available. 

EVENT LISTING GottaCon 2013 
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Type Table/Area EVENT Description 

Events that Take Part Over the Entire Weekend or During All Daytime Slots 

Slot 1  = 5pm to 7pm Friday 
Slot 2  = 7pm to 11pm Friday 
Slot 3/4 = Midnight to 8am Saturday 

Slot 5 = 9am to 1pm Saturday 
Slot 6  = 2pm to 6pm Saturday 
Slot 7  = 7pm to 11pm Saturday 

Slot 8/9 = Midnight to 8am Sunday 
Slot 10  = 9am to 1pm Sunday 
Slot 11  = 2pm to 6pm Sunday 

Please note that there is a one hour break between slots and that some events start during that time. Please always check the event 
listing for start times. 

BG 3 
Board Game Library 

(Sign out Games to Play)  

By GottaCon 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All Slots 
This year GottaCon is pleased to continue to have a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games 
from the Event Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank 
Days of Wonder, Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, Flying Frog Productions, Minion Games, Plaid Hat, Zman Games, 
Asmodee and FiloFilo for making additions this year. 

BG 
Board Game 

Free Play Area 
Board Game Area 
Free Play Tables 

By GottaCon 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All Slots 
Grab some friends, bring a game (either your own or one from our library) and play at one of these tables. 

EG 12/13 
Logitech PC and  

Mad Catz Console Freeplay 

Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All Slots 
Come and play some games at the Logitech PC LAN on the free-play stations or Mad Catz Console LAN. **The Logitech PC LAN free-play 
stations may not be used to participate in Premium tournaments. 

EG 12 Bring Your Own Computer (BYOC) 

There will be approximately 112 BYOC slots available which will be assigned first based on preregistered attendees with BYOC passes or add-
ons (this means you must have purchased a ticket to GottaCon 2013 either at a retail location or via our website) then on a first come first serve 
basis. If you have purchased your ticket as described above you must log into our Warhorn site, create an account and once approved by 
GottaCon staff reserve a seat in the BYOC event located in slot 1. In order to be seated as a team please make sure all of your team members 
show up on time. We will accommodate team seating as best we can but there is no guarantee of being seated together for late arrivals. All 
schedules, times and events are subject to change or cancellation. This will only occur if attendance levels are lower or higher than expected. 

EG 12 PC - Free-play Servers  

By BC Gamer 
Day: Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Time: All slots 
BC Gamer will be hosting the following servers all weekend long for players to join at their leisure: Team Fortress 2, Chivalry: Medieval Warfare, 
Counter-Strike: Source, Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, Minecraft, KillingFloor, TeamSpeak 3. End of Reality is hosting Shootmania:Storm 
and Battlefield 3. 

EG 12 PC - Minecraft Building Contest 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All slots 
Judged: Sunday 1:00pm 
Genre: Indie - Sandbox Official Website: https://minecraft.net/ 
Show us your digital creativity. We will have a Minecraft server running all weekend where individual players and building teams will construct 
anything they can imagine. The creations will be judged on Sunday by our panel of expert architectural critics. 

EG 12 PC - Tricky Truck: Time Trials 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All Slots 
Finals: Sunday 2:00pm 
Genre: Indie - Racing Official Website: http://www.gravitysensation.com/trickytruck/ 
The ridiculousness of this game is sure to bring a smile to any one's face. You must navigate difficult terrain and park a large truck as quickly as 
possible. Sound easy? We will have a station running all weekend for people to hone their skills. Final time trials will take place on Sunday. 



Minis M03 DEMO - Malifaux Demo Games 

Day: Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Time: All daytime slots 
Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows 
Trigger-happy gunslingers, misguided Victorian science, hungry undead, and monsters hidden in every shadow; these are the terrors that will 
plague you in Malifaux. Are you willing to risk your soul for a chance at great wealth and power? Because it's the only thing you have worth trading. 
In Malifaux, you lead your crew in the battle for control of The Breach, a dark portal to a world of limitless magic. A Demonstrator will be on hand to 
provide introductory games to those wishing to learn this game. No Experience Necessary. Miniatures will be provided. 

Minis M03 
DEMO - Warmachine/Hordes Demo 

Games  

Day: Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Time: All daytime slots 
Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows 
In the Game WARMACHINE players take on the role of warcasters as they lead their titanic forces into battle. Warcasters possess significant martial 
prowess of their own as well as having hardened warriors and magical spells to bring to bear. No Experience Necessary. Miniatures provided. 

Minis M03 Warmachine/Hordes Iron Arena  

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wiser's Collectibles  
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All Slots 
All weekend, day or night, Warmachine and Hordes players at GottaCon 2013 will be able to participate in the Iron Arena! Bring an army and play 
against an Opponent in this open-play format. You decide upon the points value for the games. Collect points and redeem them to pick up some 
great prizes!! 

Special 6 Miniature Painting Contest 

By GottaCon 
Day: Friday to Saturday 
Time: See schedule below 
Price: Free 
Prizes: Trophies will be provided for 1st as well as awards for 2nd and 3rd Place in each category. 
Rules: can be found here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/paintingcompetitiongc2013.pdf 
Competition Registration Schedule: 
Friday, February 1st, 5pm – 9pm  Saturday, February 2nd, 9am – 6pm 
Categories are open to any scale model from any genre or manufacturer. Maximum 1 entry per category, per contestant. All Entries must be in by 
Saturday 6pm! All figures entered can be picked-up by owners on Sunday, February 3rd  between 1pm – 5pm and no later than 5pm Sunday! 

Special 
Event 

18 Lego - Blind Build 

By VicLUG 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: While VicLUG booth is open 
VicLUG will have an ongoing blind build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model and put your score on the 
leaderboard. We will be bringing a set of blind build stands where the participant won't be able to see what they are building but everyone else will! 

Special 
Event 

18 Lego - Kid Build 

By VicLUG 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: While VicLUG booth is open 
VicLUG will be hosting a kid ( and grown up kid ) build zone for the duration of GottaCon. You are welcome to come build at any time using the 
club's public brick buckets even if we are not manning our booth at the time. Parents are asked to monitor their children and everyone is welcome to 
leave your creations for the rest of the attendees to admire afterwards. 

Special 
Event 

18 Lego - Speed Build 

By VicLUG 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: While VicLUG booth is open 
VicLUG will have an ongoing speed build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model as fast as possible, and put 
your score on the leaderboard. 

Special 
Event 

18 Lego - VicWars 

By VicLUG 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: While VicLUG booth is open 
VicLUG will be hosting their tabletop minifig game, VicWars, again this year with a few new rule additions for returning fans. Games will run for 2 
hours and are drop in/out, very easy to pickup. Appropriate for any age but parents need to attend their children. Check times posted on game table 
for any schedule changes. 

TCG 
W01 
W02 

DEMO - World of Warcraft - WoW 
Demo Event 

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All daytime slots. 
Come learn to play the World of Warcraft Trading Card Game! Each demo will take only a short ten minutes, and we'll step you through the basics of 
the game! Then, if you like, you can enter our Beginner's Sealed Event, and play with a preconstructed starter. Play two rounds, get two free booster 
packs! 

TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering -Intro Pack 
Convention League Event 

By GottaCon, Wizards of the Coast and Yellowjacket. 
Start Time: 7:00PM Friday Night, ending Sunday at 4:00PM 
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $15 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 
Maximum number of participants: 150 
Prizes: To Be Determined 
Each participant will receive a random Intro Duel Deck. Participants may face off against any other Intro Pack Convention League participants in one 
game at any time over the span of the weekend and report the results, who won and who lost, on their record sheet as well as to the Yellowjacket 
reporting centre. Players are paired against other players and may not play the same player two (2) times in a row. The winner of the match will be 
granted two random cards from a pool of cards. The winner then may view and select one of those cards to keep and add it to their intro deck if they 
so choose and return the other card to the pool or cards. The loser will receive one random card to keep and add to their deck should they choose 
to. Decks must be a minimum 40 cards. There is no limit to the number of individual opponents you can play. 

TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
– Gunslinging  

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys. 
Start time: All weekend at select times at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre 
Price: Free 
Face off against professional level MTG players from BC. Win a game and you win a booster! 

TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
– Pickup Draft 

By Yellowjacket Comics and Toys. 
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Time: All Slots 
Price: $15 
Prizes: 5-3-2-2 

RPG 
RPG 

Overflow 
DnD 4th- Dungeon Delve 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wizards of the Coast 
Day: Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Time: All day time slots 
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
A Dungeon Delve is a small dungeon, specifically designed for a night of gaming.  Players will have one hour to try and make it as far as they can! 
Dungeon Delve events will be continually running all day, and players may participate in multiple sessions, as long as space is available. At the end 
of each session the DM will award the players 1 to 4 points, depending on how well they did and the rating of the Delve.  Players can then redeem 
their points for Treasure Certificates or Fortune Card boosters. 

RPG 
RPG 
Demo 

Demo - DnD 4th Edition 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wizards of the Coast 
Day: Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
Time: All day time slots 
*This event will not be run Saturday at 2:00pm to 7:00pm 
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
Always wanted to give an RPG a try? Have you not had a chance to play Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition yet? Come give it a try and one of our 
experienced DMS will step you though an exciting adventure. This event will take about 2 hours. 
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Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

1 05:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 
M3 Gamers presents: 

Dungeon Quest 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
 
Explore the ruins of Castle Dragonfire and try to reach the treasure chamber in the center. Escape carrying as much treasure as possible as 
fast as possible before time runs out, because anyone left in the dungeon when time runs out dies! *Organizer note: Dungeon Quest players 
will not actually die.* 

1 05:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 
M3 Gamers presents: 

Zombies!!! 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
 
Zombies!!! the board game. Search the city, school and mall for ammo and heath to survive. Try to kill 25 zombies or make it to one of the 
helipads to win. 

1 05:00 PM EG 17 
Xbox 360  

- Fighting Game Free Play  

By Canadian Joystick and CrossXover 
Time: 5:00pm to 11:00pm 
 
Want a chance to warm up before the major events on Saturday? Do you want to find some like minded challengers to test your mettle 
against? Come by the console area for some free play and practice. Bring your own fighting stick or use the ones provided by our Console LAN 
sponsors Mad Catz! 

1 06:00 PM EG 12 PC - Left 4 Dead 2 Survival 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Time: 6:00pm to 9:00pm 
Genre: Co-operative First Person Shooter Official Website: http://www.l4d.com/game.html Steam Store Page: http://store.steampowered.com/
app/550/ 
 
Your will to survive shall be tested by tireless waves of undead. Teams of 4 will be assigned 3 survival challenges with their best time 
determining entry to the final round. The top teams will then start one last survival session simultaneously and see if they can hold out the 
longest! 

1 06:00 PM 
Special 
Event 
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Society for Creative  

Anachronism Demonstration 
Time: 6:00pm to 7:00pm 

2 07:00 PM BG BG12 DEMO - Power Grid 

By Jason Woodall 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 (multiple sessions) 
The object of Power Grid is to supply the most cities with power. In this new edition, players mark pre-existing routes between cities for 
connection, and then vie against other players to purchase the powerplants that you use to supply the power. However, as plants are 
purchased, newer more efficient plants become available so you’re potentially allowing others to access to superior equipment. 

2 07:00 PM BG BG10 DEMO - Spirit Tag 

By Joelique Spirit Feather 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
Come experience a locally created game, where you play as a faerie tale champion, armed with special powers. Your goal, to outlast the other 
players in a free for all game of Spirit Tag! This event is a playable demo of Spirit Tag. Anyone can play and we promise a lot of fun. 

2 07:00 PM BG VCON 1 
DEMO - VCON presents:  

Robo Rally 

By Colin Fraser of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 8 
Imagine that you're a supercomputer. Now imagine that you're bored. So you dream up a little contest for you and a couple of your 
supercomputing buddies. Your task is to move one of the stupid little robots out on the factory floor through a series of checkpoints scattered 
throughout the factory. The wrinkle, however, is that the factory floor is filled with all kinds of inconvenient (if not down-right deadly) obstacles 
located in various locations: conveyor belts, crushers, flame-throwers, pushers, teleporters, oil slicks, pits, et cetera. But the real fun comes 
when the robots cross each other's path, and suddenly your perfect route is something less than that... 

2 07:00 PM BG VCON 2 
DEMO - VCON presents:  

Sabacc  

By Rick Arino of VCon 
Day: Friday  
Start Time: 7:00pm 
Number of participants:  2 to 8 
Come play the game that won Han Solo the fastest hunk-of-junk in the Galaxy. That’s right… the popular Star Wars game of Sabacc returns to 
GottaCon. This high stakes game will test your mettle against your opponents as you try to claim all their money and the title of Sabacc 
Champion! 

2 07:00 PM BG BG02 Exalted: War for the Throne 

By: Cameron Young 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
War has come to the Blessed Isle. Arm your legions, mobilise your warships, and prepare your strongest magic. Exalted: War for the Throne is 
a risk-esq game for 2-5 people where you fight for supremacy of the map. Games take between two and four hours to complete. 

2 07:00 PM BG BG01 German Games Night 

By Michael Poplawski  
Maximum of participants: 6 
Michael Poplawski presents German Games Night at GottaCon! Come demo several Spiel des Jahres winners and nominees, including Zug 
um Zug Märklin, Auf Achse, Die Speicherstadt, Bezzerwizzer, Funkenschlag, Thurn und Taxis and more! Michael also provides a free service 
for importing games from Germany. German Games Night takes place regularly throughout the year. Play great games and have fun learning 
about Germany, the German language, and German games. 

2 07:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 
M3 Gamers presents: 

Carcassonne 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
In Carcassonne, you are an explorer leading a band of followers through the land surrounding the town of Carcassonne, located in the south of 
France. Each turn you will reveal a new randomly selected tile in your explorations, discovering cities, roads, monasteries and fields. Each 
feature revealed allows you the opportunity to gain control over the feature in Carcassonne. Complete exploring each new feature to win 
control of it and lay final claim to the land around the city of Carcassonne 

2 07:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 
M3 Gamers presents: Learn to 

Play Gaming 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: Up to 6 (multiple games, multiple sessions) 
Get set for tomorrow's tournaments or just come try something new. We'll be teaching and playing a variety of games including the tournament 
favourites! 

2 07:00 PM BG 
BG03 

to 
BG08 

The Settlers of Catan 
Tournament 

By GottaCon and M3 Gamers 
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 24 
Prizes: Prize will be awarded to first overall. 
 
The Settlers of Catan tournament will be a total of three rounds. The first round everyone will be randomly placed at a table and will play basic 
Catan with identical setups at each table. Then each player will play a second round of the same game, however, all participants will be 
randomly placed at a different table. After both rounds, the top four players with highest combined total scores will move on to the finals. This 
will be a fun event. Bring a great attitude and a friend too! Prize will be awarded to first overall. 

2 07:00 PM BG 
BG09 
BG11 

The Core Gamers: Battlestar 
Galactica Tournament  

- Qualifier 1  

By Credence Holmes 
Maximum number of participants: 10 
Final: Sunday 9:00am 
 
Flee the solar system as the humans or sabotage as the secret Cylons in Battlestar Galactica (BSG)! We're running two games of 5 people 
each, the winner can participate in the Sunday final for a great prize. Can't make this event? Try the Saturday 7pm games instead! Humans get 
points for: winning the game, resources still blue, number of jumps, number of vipers, raptors, civvies alive, and not being sent to the brig or 
sickbay during the game. Cylons get points for: winning the game, resources red, distance traveled, less distance=more points, number of 
vipers, raptors, civvies destroyed, revealing outside the brig, playing Super Crisis. 
Vote - biggest impact on game. If the Humans win, players can only vote human and vice-versa, vote most fun in game (roleplay, amazing dice 
throws, playing the ´blamegame´ well, etc). 

2 08:00 PM EG 13 
Wii – Super Smash Bros. 

Melee Tournament 

By GottaCon and IRL Events. 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1101 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 
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Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

2 09:00 PM EG 12 
PC - Chivalry: Medieval 

Warfare 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Sponsors: Chivalry Medieval War 
Prizes: Full copies of the game for prizes 
Have you ever wished you could be like William Wallace on the battlefield? Our friends at Torn Banner Studios have created an awesome 
melee combat game which will bring a Braveheart-style war to the GottaCon LAN party. Players will prove themselves by hacking off limbs and 
successfully besieging enemy castles to qualify for an epic final battle. There will also be a duelling tournament for those who think they can out
-wit an opponent 1 on 1! 

2 09:00 PM EG 17 
Xbox 360  

- Fighting Game Free Play  
This event is continued from Friday at 5:00pm(slot 1). 
Please see slot 1 for description. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M04 
DEMO - A Call to Arms: Star 

Fleet  

By Jon Woodland 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Come and learn to play this awesome starship miniatures game set in the Star Fleet Universe! Based on the 30 years of "Star Fleet Battles" by 
Amarillo Design Bureau, A Call to Arms: Star Fleet brings fleet level action to the tabletop. Take on the forces of the Federation, Romulans, 
Klingons, or Kzinti with easy to learn rules and beautiful 1:3125 scale miniatures by Mongoose Publishing. http://
www.mongoosepublishing.com/us/miniatures/ctastarfleet.html 
Everything you need to play is provided. Just bring your imagination and tactical. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M07 DEMO – Flames of War 

Number of participants: As seating allows 
In Flames Of War, a WWII miniature game, players command a company level force in Europe or North Africa, re-creating actual battles, or 
fighting missions verses other Flames of War armies. Come try out this exciting game produced by Battlefront Miniatures! No experience is 
necessary. Miniatures will be provided. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M01 DEMO - Infinity 

Number of participants: As seating allows 
One hundred and seventy-five years into the future Humanity has managed to survive despite itself, but for how much longer? Infinity is a game 
with 28mm high metal miniatures that simulates combat and special operations in a science fiction environment with Manga aesthetics. No 
experience is necessary. Miniatures will be provided. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M01 
GottaCon Blood Bowl 

Tournament – Round 1 

By GottaCon. 
Sponsored by: Imperial Hobbies 
Continued Saturday at 7:00pm (slot 7) 
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded for The Tournament Champion, Sportsmanship, and Best Painted Team. 
Rules can be found here: http://www.games-workshop.com/MEDIA_CustomProductCatalog/m750496a_BB_Competition_Rules_Pack.pdf 
Attention Blood Bowl Fans! GottaCon Conventions is proud to announce the GottaCon 2013 Blood Bowl Cup. It will be a 4 round, Double 
Elimination Tournament, with the first 2 rounds played Friday evening and the final 2 rounds played on Saturday evening . Players will start with 
a Million Gold Piece team. The Tournament will be run as a League so there will be advancement between each round. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M01 GottaCon Infinity Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Corvus Belli 
Price: Free (signups for this event can be done in advance on our Warhorn site or once you arrive at the convention) 
Maximum number of participants: 16 
GottaCon and Corvus Belli are pleased to Introduce the First Annual GottaCon Infinity Tournament! Players will each field a force of up to 250 
points and use the Same force for each round. The Tournament will consist of 3 rounds of play; each Round Players will use objectives 
determined using Y.A.M.S. (http://wargamingtrader.com/files/downloads/YAMS%201.1.pdf). 

2 07:00 PM Minis M03 
Malifaux - Swing by the 

Hanging Tree, Story 
Encounter Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wyrd Miniatures 
Price: Free (signups for this event can be done in advance on our Warhorn site or once you arrive at the convention) 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
Rules Packet: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/swingbythehangingtreegottacon2013web.pdf 
GottaCon and Wyrd Miniatures are proud to present an exciting Lineup of Malifaux Tournaments throughout the weekend. Prizes will be 
awarded individually in each Tournament, and the Player with the most combined Tournament Points for the weekend will earn the title of 
GottaCon 2013 Malifaux Champion! Purchase of a GottaCon Malifaux ticket package secures a place in each Malifaux Tournament and is 
required for pre-registration and entry in the “First into the Breach”, “One Way Ticket”, and “Masters of Malifaux” Events, as well space is 
limited to 16 players for the three mentioned events. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M06 Pulp Racing 

By Corey Burger 
Maximum number of Players: 6 
Are your driving skills up to the madness of an English countryside road in the 1930's? Dodge cows in your Model A, whip around stalled cars 
in your roadster, and generally play havoc. No skills, experience or English accent requires. 28mm with customized .45 Adventures 2nd rules. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M05 
Savage Showdown 

- Star Wars: Cargo Struggle  

By: Bayden Woodland 
Number of participants 1 to 4 
Event Description: Savage Showdown is the miniatures battle version of the pulpy Savage Worlds RPG system. The rebels have made an 
alliance with the local space scum and are about to transport valuable black market weapons components off world, but the Empire has arrived 
just in time to stop them-or die trying. Newcomers welcome! 

2 07:00 PM Minis M01 
Warhammer 40K Apocalypse 

Prize Battle 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Imperial Hobbies 
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 20 
1000pt Armies, No paint restrictions 
Come out and take part in a free 40K Apocalypse tournament where you will have the chance to battle against others in an effort to grab and/or 
hold objectives and win prizes. This event is a great way to warm up for the major Warhammer events that will begin on Saturday and continue 
into Sunday. Priority seating is granted to miniature package holders that have pre-regged for this event, followed by mini package holders then 
walk-ins. 

2 07:00 PM Minis M02 
Warhammer Lord of the 
Rings: War of the Ring  

Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Imperial Hobbies 
Price: Free with weekend minis package 
Maximum number of participants: 20 
Prizes: Prizes for best painted army, best sportsmanship and best general. 
For complete details on this event please go here:  http://www.gottacon.com/components/2013warhammerrules.pdf 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

2 07:30 PM Minis M03 
Warmachine/Hordes 
Steamroller Doubles 

Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wiser's Collectibles 
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 16 players(8 teams) 
Prizes: Prizes awarded to top teams 
SR 2013/2013 rules with 4 rounds: Each player will bring a 25pt list (50pts for each team), Theme Forces: allowed., Standard Steamroller 
scenarios, Character restrictions 
Teams of two will face off against other teams battling it out for first overall in this four round event. Rules and restrictions as per the official 
doubles tournament format. 

2 07:00 PM RPG R05 
Boundless RPG  

– Welcome to Legion 

By Dan Spiller of Yellowjacket Comics 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
After a routine expedition goes horribly wrong, our heroes find themselves stranded in uncharted territory. Trapped between an imminent war 
and a deadly necromantic plague, our heroes soon realize that their lack of provisions is the least of their concerns...   Boundless is a new 
fantasy-based Role Playing Game that is fast and easy to learn.  This scenario will be story-based, and prizes will be given out at random while 
supplies last.  Pre-generated characters will be provided. 

2 07:00 PM RPG R06 
Boundless RPG  

– Welcome to Legion 

By Matthew Bartram of Yellowjacket Comics 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
After a routine expedition goes horribly wrong, our heroes find themselves stranded in uncharted territory. Trapped between an imminent war 
and a deadly necromantic plague, our heroes soon realize that their lack of provisions is the least of their concerns...    Boundless is a new 
fantasy-based Role Playing Game that is fast and easy to learn.  This scenario will be story-based, and prizes will be given out at random while 
supplies last.  Pre-generated characters will be provided. 
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Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

2 07:00 PM RPG R04 
d20 Brickstyle  

– The Incident at Hrdan 

By Kier Robins 
Number of participants: 4 to 7 
UVic LEGO Robotics Coordinator Kier Robins' pared down d20/LEGO mashup rules are quick and fun, giving it a Blue Box feel, with just enough skills 
and feats to make building, jumping, running and hiding work. Players will have .5 level characters adapted from 3.0 D&D with classes like Warrior, 
Acolyte, Scholar, Builder, Noble, and Camp Follower. The LEGO Ethos of cartoon violence, get back up and keep playing and fun is adhered to. This 
makes it a perfect entry into Role Playing that is fun, safe, and nerfed silly, just like LEGO LotR.  Get your dice and bricks on!  Participants aged 7 and 
up welcome. 

2 07:00 PM RPG R09 
Dresden Files RPG  
– Introduction to the 

Dresden Files 

By Jason Tice 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
The Dresden Files is an Urban Supernatural Fantasy setting based on Jim Butcher’s book (and television) series of the same name.  This session will 
introduce you to the basics of the Dresden Files, and the FATE system of game-play.  Characters are pre-generated but customized at time-of-play. 

2 07:00 PM RPG R08 

Homebrew Star Wars 
Universe  

– Froth Barrel: HK-51: 
The Problematic 

Moments 

By Dylan Kaye “Oakenkeg” Sharpe of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 1 to 5 
Things just went downhill ever since the ship’s captain rebooted that ancient HK-51. Every transaction has been one damn blow up after another. 
Before our shift went to sleep, the captain was assessing a possible jump back to the Galactic Core. Now I awake to find the freighter landed on a rural 
planet. Engines are down, half the crew is gone, and I can see the HK droid communicating outside with planet residents. Correction, inhabitants have 
raised weapons, and yes, it appears HK-51 is now eliminating the local greeting committee. Smeg, there is what, five of us left on board? Wait for it, 
yep; the bloody HK unit is coming back. Hutt slime, I need a moment to think.. Warning: mature gaming content. 

2 07:00 PM RPG R10 
Iron Kingdoms 

Roleplaying – Fools 
Rush In 

By Nathan Bosa of Attack-Ex 
Maximum number of participants: 4 
Privateer Press has just released their new RPG called the Iron Kingdoms. Come and see what it is all about with a fun filled, action packed demo 
adventure called “Fools Rush In”. 
A fast paced, but very easy to learn quick start adventure, where your mercenary band is trying to become established by helping a city official rescue 
his family, all the while working in the shadows piecing together the facts of their disappearance, which turn out to be the real mystery. Without knowing 
who to trust, remember, only fools rush in! 

2 07:00 PM RPG R03 
Marvel Heroic 
Roleplaying 
– Ghost Box 

By Justin Schmid 
Maximum number of participants: 4 
You're called to the scene of a bizarre murder involving strange mutants. In an investigation spanning the globe, you'll discover a secret that threatens 
to destroy the world. And it all comes back to the mysterious Ghost Box whose owner would rather die than give up its secrets. With new mutants 
popping up out of nowhere, you'll have to struggle with strange forces to unlock the mysteries of the Ghost Box: What is it and what is it's purpose? And 
what lengths will you go to save the universe? Take on the role of X-Men in the Marvel Heroic Roleplaying RPG and help save the world! 

2 07:00 PM RPG R02 
Pathfinder RPG   

– Pathfinder Society: 
The Blackros Matrimony 

By Todd Conrod 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3 to 7, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
The eldest daughter of the prominent Blakros family is set to wed an influential Hellknight, and the Pathfinder Society is invited to the festivities. 
Dressed for a wedding befitting royalty, a team of Pathfinders attend the ceremony on behalf of the Decemvirate, but will their presence ultimately 
strengthen the Society's relationship with the influential Blakroses, or will events at the wedding bring the already tenuous alliance to a breaking point? 

2 07:00 PM RPG R01 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: 
Rise of the Goblin Guild 

By David Van Ommen 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
When a monster is discovered on the grounds of the Pathfinder Lodge at Heidmarch Manor in Magnimar, an investigation into its appearance leads the 
PCs deep under the City of Monuments—and face to face with a burgeoning thieves’ guild. 

2 07:00 PM RPG R11 

Pathfinder RPG 
– Standard Action: The 
Cannibals are Crashing 

Life Day! 

By Joanna Gaskell of Standard Action 
Number of participants: 3 to 5 
Snuffles the Badger, the party's animal companion, has been invited to share in the celebration of Owlbear Life Day, the seasonal Owlbear festivities of 
light and music. Snuffles invites the rest of the party along, and it looks to be a fantastic time. But what's this? The local halfling tribe of cannibals wasn't 
invited, and they're angry! Can the party save the Owlbears from the rampaging little cannibalistic creatures with furry feet? Will the halflings get fat on 
Owlbear this winter? Will there be Star Wars jokes? Of course there will!      Pre-generated characters will be the Season 2 Standard Action party 
(Edda, Martin, Fernando and Wendy) at level 3 

2 07:00 PM RPG R07 

RIFTS  
– Froth Barrel: Guns for 

Hire! 

By James "Beorgen Fæstrǽd" Derksen of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 3 to 6 
The globe has changed since the Great Cataclysm, and now rifts in the fabric of time and space have linked the earth to countless other planets and 
dimensions, from which come creatures and monsters of all kinds. In a world of magic and technology, you and your group of bounty hunters find 
yourselves struggling to make a life for yourselves, until adventure finds you! If you have played RIFTS before, you will find the themes and 

environment familiar; if not, get ready for a fun adventure in a strange world. 

2 05:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
- GottaCon MTG Open 

(2013)  

Part 1 Constructed 

By The GottaCon and Yellowjacket 
Registration 5:00pm, flights begins at 6:30pm 
Price: This event is included if you purchase the Magic: the Gathering weekend pass. The cost to participate in the entire M:TG Open is $40 (only 
includes entry into one Standard flight). If you have purchased a full weekend pass to GottaCon 2013 you must upgrade your pass to a Magic: the 
Gathering weekend pass. If you wish to only take part in the standard event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $10 per flight and you can not 
qualify for the finals. If you wish to only take part in the sealed event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $30 and you can not qualify for the finals. 
Maximum number of participants: 150 
Prizes: Will be awarded based on attendance in each flight. 
 
Welcome to the GottaCon MTG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers and one final) in which participants face off 
for hundreds of dollars in prizes. Qualifier finish order will be determined by the formats detailed below. In each format there is a prize pool to be won. 
 
In Part one, each participant must bring their own Standard constructed deck (deck lists required) consisting of no less than 60 cards and follow the 
current standard constructed rules. This section of the MTG Open will consist of eight (8) flights of 16 to 32 players in each flight and will be single 
elimination style rounds. First place overall in each flight receives an invite to the top 16 Sunday at 2:00pm. Prizes will be awarded based on attendance 

in each flight. 

2 07:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

World of Warcraft  
- Beginners Sealed 

Events 

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games 
Price: $10 + HST 
Each player receives one random 2011 class deck and then one War of the Elements booster after each round. With 10 players, two rounds of 30 

minute rounds are played. 

2 09:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
- FNM Standard 

Constructed “I Flailed in 

the Flight" Event 

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket 
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $5 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 
Maximum number of participants: 64 
Prizes: One booster per win. 
 
If you didn’t do so well in the MTG Open part one and you don’t want to re-buy into another flight or maybe you just want to play some standard 
constructed in a casual environment we have just the event for you. GottaCon and Yellowjacket present the “I Flailed in the Flights” standard 
constructed event where there are a set number of four rounds of play and players receive one booster per win. Seating for this event is based on a first 

come, first serve basis and each player must sign up for this event at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 

SATURDAY EVENTS (SLOT 3 to 7) 
Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

3 12:00 AM BG  Level 7 [Escape] 

By Nathan Patten 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
Come and learn how to play one of the fantastic Living Card Games created by Fantasy Flight Games.  
Can accommodate up to 4 players per 45 minute round. All play materials are provided. The games offered are A Game of Thrones, Android: 
Netrunner, Call of Cthulhu, Star Wars, The Lord of the Rings, and Warhammer: Invasion. 
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Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

3 12:00 AM BG BG04 Level 7 [Escape] 

By Nathan Bosa 
Number of participants: 1 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
You are a captive of Subterra Bravo, imprisoned in the facility’s deepest laboratory, the hall of nightmares known as LEVEL 7. Your singular goal is 
to escape.  Will you work together with your fellow prisoners to endure Subterra Bravo’s endless perils, or will you use them to secure your own 
escape? Ultimately, your chances of survival will depend on how well you manage your greatest weapon, which is also your greatest threat: fear 
itself. LEVEL 7 [ESCAPE] is a semi-cooperative, story-driven survival-horror board game published by Privateer Press. No Experience Necessary. 

3 12:00 AM BG 
BG10 
BG12 

The Core Gamers: Game of 
Thrones Tournament 

- Qualifier 
(Final: Sunday 12:00am) 

By Credence Holmes 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
This is a Game of Thrones Tournament with 4 people per game maximum. The top players from each game can move on to the final game, 
Saturday at midnight for the chance to compete for a great prize! Played on the first edition base game. The winner will be decided by a point 
system based on number of wins and  votes cast by other players and the referee. Vote – biggest impact on game. (Most decisive move, best war, 
etc.) Vote – most fun in game. (Roleplay, amazing dice throws, etc.) All players must be prepared for a full 4 hour game. 

3 11:00 PM BG VCON 1 
DEMO - VCON presents: 
The Walking Dead: The 

Board Game 

By Rick Arino of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
The Walking Dead: The Board Game from Z-Man Games transforms the Robert Kirkman comic book series into a board game, giving "fans the 
opportunity to play Rick, Shane, Andrea, and other favourite The Walking Dead characters as they deal with zombies, collect supplies and pick up 
the pieces of their lives". Encounter and location cards recreate scenes and events from the comic book series. 

3 12:00 AM EG 12 PC - Company of Heroes 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Genre: Real-Time Strategy Official Website: http://store.steampowered.com/app/4560/ 
Relic’s award-winning World War 2 strategy game is guaranteed to produce chaos. Players will warm up in large battles of 4v4, and the more 
advanced strategists will carry on to battle for glory 1 on 1. 

3 12:00 AM RPG R01 

GottaCon Midnight 
Madness  

- Fire and Greed 
- Ice 

By Tony Humphrey 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Theme: Barbaric 
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely 
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters 
are provided and must be used. The goal for this year's Midnight Madness is cooperation.  The theme is based around a god, Greed, that is looking 
to destroy the world of mortals.  The players will need to avoid temptation and help each other out in order to survive.  

3 12:00 AM RPG R03 

GottaCon Midnight 
Madness  

- Fire and Greed 
- Stone 

By Tony Humphrey and Chris Slater 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Theme: Western 
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely 
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters 
are provided and must be used. The goal for this year's Midnight Madness is cooperation.  The theme is based around a god, Greed, that is looking 
to destroy the world of mortals.  The players will need to avoid temptation and help each other out in order to survive. 

3 12:00 AM RPG R06 

GottaCon Midnight 
Madness  

- Fire and Greed 
- Water 

By Tony Humphrey 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Theme: Tribal 
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely 
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters 
are provided and must be used. The goal for this year's Midnight Madness is cooperation.  The theme is based around a god, Greed, that is looking 
to destroy the world of mortals.  The players will need to avoid temptation and help each other out in order to survive.  

3 12:00 AM RPG R10 

GottaCon Midnight 
Madness  

- Fire and Greed 
- Wind 

By Tony Humphrey 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Theme: Early Victorian 
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely 
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters 
are provided and must be used. The goal for this year's Midnight Madness is cooperation.  The theme is based around a god, Greed, that is looking 
to destroy the world of mortals.  The players will need to avoid temptation and help each other out in order to survive.  

3 12:00 AM RPG 
RPG 

Overflow 

GottaCon Midnight 
Madness  

- Fire and Greed 
- Wood 

By Tony Humphrey and Jeremy Petter 
Number of Participants: 3 to 6 
Theme: High Fantasy 
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely 
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters 
are provided and must be used. The goal for this year's Midnight Madness is cooperation.  The theme is based around a god, Greed, that is looking 
to destroy the world of mortals.  The players will need to avoid temptation and help each other out in order to survive.  

5 09:00 AM BG VCON 1 
DEMO - VCON presents:   

Galaxy Truckers 

By Colin Fraser of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions if time permits) 
In a galaxy far, far away... they need sewer systems, too. Corporation Incorporated builds them. Everyone knows their drivers -- the brave men and 
women who fear no danger and would, if the pay was good enough, even fly through Hell. Now you can join them. You will gain access to 
prefabricated spaceship components cleverly made from sewer pipes. Can you build a space ship durable enough to weather storms of meteors? 
Armed enough to defend against pirates? Big enough to carry a large crew and valuable cargo? Fast enough to get there first? 

5 09:00 AM BG VCON 2 
DEMO - VCON presents:  

Pandemic 

By Rick Arino of VCon 
Number of participants:  2 to 5 (multiple sessions if time permits) 
A Pandemic has broken out and as a member of the Center for Disease Control; you will need to find a cure before it gets out of hand!  
Pandemic is a truly cooperative game where all players represent members of a team of experts that must find the cure to four virulent diseases 
before they wipe out the world's population. 

5 09:00 AM BG BG01 German Games Morning  

By Michael Poplawski  
Maximum of participants: 6 
Michael Poplawski presents German Games Morning at GottaCon! Come demo several Spiel des Jahres winners and nominees, including Zug um 
Zug Märklin, Auf Achse, Die Speicherstadt, Bezzerwizzer, Funkenschlag, Thurn und Taxis and more! Michael also provides a free service for 
importing games from Germany. German Games Night takes place regularly throughout the year. Play great games and have fun learning about 
Germany, the German language, and German games. 

5 09:00 AM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 
M3 Gamers presents: 

Ascension 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions if time permits) 
Ascension: Chronicles of the Godslayer tells the story of a great battle in and around the glorious human kingdom of Vigil, and the rise of one brave 
mortal (you, the Godslayer!) from anonymity to fame as humanity’s greatest champion. Recruit allies and heroes to you side, find great constructs 
and do battle with monstrous creatures to make your name in Ascension: Chronicles of the Godslayer. 

5 09:00 AM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 
M3 Gamers presents: 
Mystery in the Abbey 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
Mystery of the Abbey is a murder mystery board game, in the tradition of Clue. A murder has been committed in an Abbey in medieval France and 
players must work to uncover the murderer before he strikes again. Players gain points by correctly guessing each of the 5 characteristics of the 
culprit. Additional points are awarded for being correct on who the culprit is but points are taken away for incorrect guesses. Players start with 2 
suspect cards (out of 24) and move through the Abbey, utilizing the different rooms to elicit further information about the killer. Players can also 
directly question other players when they meet, though players may choose not to answer. 

5 09:00 AM BG BG02 

The Core Gamers: Through 
the Ages: A Story of 

Civilization Tournament - 
Qualifier 

(Final: Sunday 9:00am) 

By Credence Holmes 
Number of participants:  4 to 8 
This is a Through the Ages tournament where the top players of each game get the chance to compete for a great prize during Sunday's final round. 
The winner is chosen through a points system based on: number of wins, a vote on biggest impact on game (Best card choice, best military action, 
etc.), and a vote for most fun player in game (Roleplay, card choices, etc.) Most games are 3 players; some may be 2 or 4 player. 
There'll be some adaptations to the rules: 1) Each player starts with 1 defense card 2) A notification card is placed in the deck 8-16 cards from the 
end of the age based upon the number of players playing. 3) Some cards have adjustments found at http://thecoregamers.yolasite.com/games.php  

5 10:00 AM BG 
BG03 

to 
BG06 

Race for the Galaxy 
Tournament 
(Price: Free) 

By Starlit Citadel 
Sponsored by: Rio Grande Games 
Maximum number of participants: 16 (min. of 4 players) 
Starlit Citadel is hosting a free Race for the Galaxy tournament. Prizes include $15 gift certificate to Starlit Citadel awarded to the winner. The format 
is two rounds of two games. Players will be divided into tables of 4 players in each round and the top player at each table moves on to the next 
round. Placement is determined first by combined finishing score of the two games then by points for tie breaks. 
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5 10:00 AM BG 
BG07 

to 
BG12 

Small World Tournament 

By GottaCon and M3 Gamers 
Sponsored by: Days of Wonder 
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 24 
Prizes: Winner and runner up will receive prizes. 
The tournament will be two rounds. The first round will be one game of Original Small World. At the end of the round the top player for each 
table will move on to round two. Round two will play one game of Small World Underground to determine a winner based on finishing rank. 

5 09:00 AM EG 12 
PC - Premium League of 

Legends Tournament (5vs5)  
Round 1 – Pool Play 

By GottaCon and LANcouver 
Sponsored by: Logitech 
Time: 9:00am to 3:00pm 
Price: Requires video game add-on, and access to a BYOC computer that no one else is using during the tournament. 
Maximum number of teams: 16 
Prizes: 1st place: Five identical prizes bundles containing a G710+ & G400 mouse. 2nd place: Five identical prizes bundles containing a G35 
headset. 3rd Place: Five identical prizes bundles containing a G400 mouse. Please note we are still waiting to hear back from Riot around skin 
bundles. 
 
TEAM CHECK-IN 

All teams must check in when all members are at the venue with a working connection to the LAN. Teams are not allowed to check in for 
members who are not at the venue, and only complete teams with five players present at the designated tournament start time will be entered in 
to the tournament. Team Check-In begins at 6:00pm on Friday and continues until 12:00am, resuming at 8:00am Saturday morning. Any teams 
not registered before 8:30am on Saturday may not be entered in to the tournament. Player Registration via Warhorn is strongly recommended 
and guarantees entry to the tournament with your paid GottaCon 2013 Pass & Premium Video Game add-on. 
 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#lol 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

5 10:00 AM EG 13 SNES – Super Bomberman 2  

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Maximum number of participants: 16 
This tournament will be single elimination four player free for all. Rounds are best of 3, matches will be seeded randomly. No computer players. 
Time limit of 5 minutes per match. Gold Bomber is disabled, all matches played on Stage 1. 

5 10:00 AM EG 13 
Xbox 360 - Premium Halo 4  

Free for All Tournament 

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Sponsored by: Mad Catz 
Price: Requires video game add-on 
Maximum number of participants: 64 
Prizes: The first place player will receive a prize package from Mad Catz valued at over $200. The second place player will receive a prize 
package from Mad Catz valued at over $100. The third place player will receive a prize package from Mad Catz valued at over $75. 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#hrffa 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 
 
Due to the game rating of “M” for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is required to get parental permission to compete. 

5 10:00 AM EG 17 
Xbox 360 - Ultimate Marvel vs 

Capcom 3 Event 

By Canadian Joystick and CrossXover 
Registration starts at 10:00am 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
We will be using the following tournament format and rules (http://shoryuken.com/evo-player-guide/evo-tournament-rules/). Players will be 
placed in pods of four or eight (depending on turnout) and face off against opponents in their pod with similar win/loss records in a double 
elimination qualification round. Top two from each pod move on to the semi-finals. Finals will feature the top four or eight from the semis. Bring 
your own fighting stick or use the ones provided by our Console LAN sponsors Mad Catz! 

5 09:00 AM Minis M04 DEMO - Infinity 

Number of participants: As seating allows 
One hundred and seventy-five years into the future Humanity has managed to survive despite itself, but for how much longer? Infinity is a game 
with 28mm high metal miniatures that simulates combat and special operations in a science fiction environment with Manga aesthetics. No 
experience is necessary. Miniatures will be provided. 

5 09:00 AM Minis M03 
Malifaux - First into the 

Breach, Story Encounter 
Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wyrd Miniatures 
Price: Included in Malifaux Ticket Package 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
Rules Packet: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/firstintothebreachgottacon2013web.pdf 
GottaCon and Wyrd Miniatures are proud to present an exciting Lineup of Malifaux Tournaments throughout the weekend. Prizes will be 
awarded individually in each Tournament, and the Player with the most combined Tournament Points for the weekend will earn the title of 
GottaCon 2013 Malifaux Champion! Purchase of a GottaCon Malifaux ticket package secures a place in each Malifaux Tournament and is 
required for pre-registration and entry in the “First into the Breach”, “One Way Ticket”, and “Masters of Malifaux” Events, as well space is limited 
to 16 players for the three mentioned events. 

5 09:30 AM Minis M03 
Warmachine/Hordes Two Day 

Steamroller GottaCon 
Championship - Day 1 

By GottaCon. 
Sponsor: Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards & Games 
Price: $50 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments) 
Maximum number of participants: 44 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army. 
Day one will see three rounds of play and day two will see the final three rounds of play. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller 
tournament format. 

5 10:00 AM Minis M01 
Warhammer 40K Two Day 
GottaCon Championship 

Tournament - Day 1 

By GottaCon. 
Price: $50 (includes full weekend entry) 
Maximum number of participants: 64 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best 
general.  
For complete details on this event please go here:  http://www.gottacon.com/components/2013warhammerrules.pdf 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

5 10:00 AM Minis M02 
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day 

GottaCon Championship 
Tournament - Day 1 

By GottaCon. 
Price: $50 (includes full weekend entry) 
Maximum number of participants: 46 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best 
general.  
For complete details on this event please go here:  http://www.gottacon.com/components/2013warhammerrules.pdf 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R04 
d20 Brickstyle 

– Questions in Qualdris 

By Kier Robins 
Number of participants: 4 to 7 
UVic LEGO Robotics Coordinator Kier Robins' pared down d20/LEGO mashup rules are quick and fun, giving it a Blue Box feel, with just enough 
skills and feats to make building, jumping, running and hiding work. Players will have .5 level characters adapted from 3.0 D&D with classes like 
Warrior, Acolyte, Scholar, Builder, Noble, and Camp Follower. The LEGO Ethos of cartoon violence, get back up and keep playing and fun is 
adhered to. This makes it a perfect entry into Role Playing that is fun, safe, and nerfed silly, just like LEGO LotR.  Get your dice and bricks on!    

Participants aged 7 and up welcome. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R06 nWo  – In the City 

By Ric Jesson of Rabbit Hole Games 
Maximum number of participants: 7 
nWo is a role playing game based on a grim vision of our future.  This is a game of secrets, corporate control, and metaphysical powers.  Come 

join us for an adventure you won't soon forget.  Room for seven players, one d10 required. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R05 

Otherworlds: the Ul-Zaorith 
RPG 

– A Mystery of Circumstance 

By Astra Crompton 
Maximum number of participants: 5 
Five races, five chambers, a myriad of clues and only one way out. When five strangers wake up in a dungeon with no memory of how they 
arrived or why they were chosen, a game of wit, brawn and casting ensues to solve the puzzle that keeps them captive. 
 

Premade characters, d8 dice, and pencils provided. 
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5 09:00 AM RPG R03 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: In 
Wrath's Shadow 

Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3 to 7, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
In the ruins of Xin-Bakrakhan—seat of power of the Runelord of Wrath—the Pathfinder Society stands on the verge of a great discovery, but first 
the brave agents exploring the ruins must survive ages-old dangers and contemporary threats to return with the knowledge and wealth they’ve 
unearthed. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R01 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: Severing 
Ties 

Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
The Pathfinder Society has discovered a new Aspis Consortium base in the pirate city of Riddleport and sends a small team of agents to infiltrate 
the rival cell disguised as newly hired mercenaries from Magnimar. After proving their value to the Aspis Consortium by carrying out a number of 
tasks throughout the City of Cyphers, the Pathfinders can learn the location of one of the consortium's local allies and ensure that the support the 
Aspis Consortium is counting on from their friends won't come. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R02 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Disappeared 

By Jonathan Ross 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
A powerful ally of the Pathfinder Society has disappeared, and no one but the Pathfinders even remembers that she ever existed. Can the PCs 
discover the fate of their missing associate, or will all memory of her be erased completely from history? 

5 09:00 AM RPG R11 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Standard Action: The Lair of 
the Mime King 

By Rob Hunt of Standard Action 
Number of participants: 3 to 5 
Esra, the daughter of the nobleman formerly known as The Prince, has been attacked. Some foul individual broke in to her chambers and left 
behind a cursed item, which has afflicted her with the mime curse! The party is hired to help, and must journey to crypt of the Mime King in The 
Silent Mountains to retrieve the Lute of the Cacophonous Cover Songs - for it is said that if a bard plays the songs of other, more famous, bards, 
it can break all bardic curses from which the listeners suffer.                                                        Pre-generated characters will be the Season 2 
Standard Action party (Edda, Martin, Fernando and Wendy) at level 3 

5 09:00 AM RPG R07 
Savage Worlds  

– 8,000BC 

By Duncan MacRae 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
A proud tribe of hunter/gatherers is being threatened by a nearby group possessing powerful weapons and controlling great unfamiliar beasts. A 
group of the tribe's bravest men and women are sent to investigate, and perhaps find a solution to this grave situation. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R08 
Savage Worlds  

– Froth Barrel: Episode 1: 
Fight for Freedom! 

By Takeda Anderson of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 1 to 6 
You were once a respected mercenary fighting with honour on behalf of anyone who paid you. Your fortunes turned ill one day. Your employer 
turned on his mercenaries...sacrificed them in order to make his escape. It soon became obvious that your forces were surrounded and hope-
lessly outclassed. In short order you and your men were captured. It has been some months as prisoners of war. You have been isolated on an 
island prison. You have all had little food and shelter but have endured nonetheless. The season begins to turn cold and a rumour has been 
circulating. It appears your captors are losing the war and the number of guards has decreased. Your captors may be ill -equipped to maintain 
their prison...it may be that you will all be killed rather than kept captive. You and your men must escape but how? 

5 09:00 AM RPG R09 
Traveller  

– Risky Endeavours 

By Jon Woodland 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
The crew of the free trader “Blue Horizon” ply the space-lanes of the Spinward Marches; taking whatever cargo they can get to keep their ship 
flying and in one piece. Of course, if the right opportunity came along, they just might be willing to break the law for big payoffs. Looks like that 
opportunity is here! Play as the pilot, navigator, engineer, medic, gunner or steward of this small time trading vessel as they seek adventure, 
excitement, and profit in the backwaters of the Third Imperium. 

5 09:00 AM RPG R10 
Zombie Squad RPG  

– Sweet Meats 

By Todd Glawson 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Each player will have 2 characters: one male and one female. The object of the game is to get out of the city and to the safety of the open coun-
try.  Every couple for themselves OR you could work together as a larger group to get through the chaos and survive.  Along the way you will find 
weapons to combat the Zombies. But surely at the sacrifice of a character or two. 

5 09:00 AM Special 19 
GottaCon 2013 Gamers Silent 

Auction 

By GottaCon 
Day: Saturday 
Submission Deadline: 5:30pm 
On Saturday February 2nd only between 9:00am and 6:30pm come out and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction brought to you by 
GottaCon Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be 
available. 
For full details go to page 56 

5 09:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering - Mas-
sive Mini Master Event 

By GottaCon, Wizards of the Coast and Yellowjacket. 
Finals on Sunday 
Cost: Free with MTG weekend pass or $10 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre. 
Maximum number of participants: 150 
Prizes: To be determined, based on attendance. 
Similar to what MTG fans experienced on Magic Celebration day and just like we did at GottaCon 2012, this format is a fast fun way to play 
Magic! Each participant will received two boosters and have 15 minutes to construct a 25 card minimum deck. Participants will  then be paired in 
a single elimination format with 50 minute rounds. The winner of each round will receive an additional booster and will have 10 minutes to modify 
their decks with these new cards. After round three deck size must be a minimum of 40 cards. Participants will then be paired for the next round. 
This pattern will continue until there in one overall winner. Round for this event will discontinue at 2pm Saturday and any remaining player’s 
decks will be collected and boxed by judges at the tournament reporting desk. The final rounds will continue on Sunday at 9am. This is in an 
effort to reduce conflict with the MTG Open Sealed event which starts at 2pm. 

5 10:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

 World of Warcraft  
- GottaCon WoW TCG Sealed 

Tournament 

By GottaCon Conventions and Skyhaven Games 
Start time: Registration is at 10:00am and the event starts at 11:00pm. 
Price: $30 + HST. If you have purchased the World of Warcraft full weekend package entry is free. 
Prizes: Will be award to the top four or eight based on attendance. 
Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG GottaCon Championship – sealed deck event. Each player makes a minimum 30 card deck from the 6 
packs they open, and can choose any Hero from the set used (we will be using the most recent set). This tournament features best of three 

rounds, timed to 60 minutes. 

5 01:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

World of Warcraft  

- Beginners Sealed Events 

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games 
Price: $10 + HST 
Each player receives one random 2011 class deck and then one War of the Elements booster after each round. With 10 players, two rounds of 

30 minute rounds are played. 

5 10:00 AM WS/P 
Panel 

Room 
The Influence of D&D 

Time: 10:00am to 12:00pm 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Douglas Lloyd, Joanna Gaskell, Chris Pramas 

See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

5 12:00 PM WS/P 
Panel 

Room 

So You Want to Become a 

Published Author 

Time: 12:00pm to 2:00pm 
Panelists: Alyx Dellamonica, T.J. Silver, Dave Duncan, Matt Hughes 

See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

6 02:00 PM BG BG01 Bodger Games 

By Nathan Bosa 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions as time permits) 
Looking for some wacky entertainment with a little dose of destruction? Every Bodgers game brings home fun for the whole family as you dive 
into the maniacal and mechanical mayhem of the always zany and sometimes dangerous goblin Bodgers. Come try out Three exciting Bodger 

Games by Privateer Press: ‘Infernal Contraption’, ‘Scrappers’, and ‘Heap’. No experience necessary 

6 02:00 PM BG BG09 DEMO - Discworld 

By Mel Guille 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions as time permits) 
Welcome to Ankh-Morpork. Play as one of seven famous personalities from the well-known fantasy series Discworld. Depending on who you 

are, you'll want to conquer the city, spread chaos, make money, or just keep people guessing who you are until the very end.  

6 02:00 PM BG BG10 DEMO - Dominion 

By Patrick Weckermann 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 players (multiple sessions) 
In Dominion, each player starts with an identical deck of cards and can acquire new cards from the centre of the table as they can afford them. 
Through their selection of cards and how they play their hands as they draw them, players construct their deck on the fly, striving for their most 
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Floor Plan Index 
1. Main Entrance & Badge Registration 
As you come in the main entrance to the GottaCon convention 
area you will find the badge registration desk.  This is where 
you will pay your entry fee and receive your pass to the 
convention. All pre-registered attendees, event coordinators, 
vendors, volunteers and special guests should check in at the 
Badge Registration desk. 
  
2. Night Entrance & Badge Registration 
After 10:00pm this is where you will pay your entry fee and 
receive your pass to the convention. 
  
3. Event Registration 
Our event registration desk is where you can sign up for events 
that are scheduled throughout the weekend as well as access 
our board game library.  Just ask our staff about the event you 
want to take part in and they will sign you up (pending available 
space, space is allocated on a first come first serve basis). 
  
4. Coat/Bag Check, Lost & Found, Information 
If you do not want to carry around your heavy coat and bag 
simply check it at our coat/bag check for $1.00.  Your items will 
be monitored by our staff and available to you upon 
presentation of your check ticket at any time. Find an item lying 
around or did you lose something? This is the place to go. 
Need to know something about the convention or Victoria? At 
our information desk you will find friendly GottaCon staff ready 
to answer your questions regarding the convention or about the 
city of Victoria. 
  
5. Concession/Snack Bar 
Visit our concession for a wide variety of food, drinks and 
snacks without leaving the convention.  Our snack bar will be 
open for the entirety of the convention to best serve you. 
  
6. TCG/Minis Tournament Reporting Centre 
This is where all tournament results from trading card games 
and miniature based games will be reported.  It is also the hub 
for our judges as well as an information centre on tournament 
times, availability and results. 
  
7. Exhibitor Area 
Our exhibitor area is centrally located and easily accessible.  
This section is dedicated to the exhibitors that will be present at 
our convention.  For more information on exhibitors please see 
our exhibitor index. 
  
8. Role Playing Games Area (RPG) 
This section is dedicated to RPGs.  For a list of RPG events 
please refer to our events schedule. 
  
9. Miniature Games Area (MINIs) 
This section is dedicated to Miniatures.  For a list of Miniature 
events please refer to our events schedule. 
  
10. Trading Card Games Area (TCG) 
This section is dedicated to TCGs.  For a list of TCG events 
please refer to our events schedule.  
 
 

11. Board Games Area (BG) 
This section is dedicated to BGs.  For a list of BG events please 
refer to our events schedule. 
  
12. Logitech G-Series PC LAN 
This area is our networked computer gaming station and is 
sponsored by Logitech G-Series this year. LANcouver with the 
assistance of BC Gamer will be hosting our LAN as well as 
overseeing our tournaments. For a list of LAN tournaments 
please refer to our events schedule or check with LAN HQ. 
  
13. Mad Catz Console LAN 
This area is our Xbox 360 console gaming station. Xbox 360 
games and tournaments will take place here. IRL Events will be 
hosting this section and the events that take place here.  For a 
list of these tournaments please refer to our events schedule. 
  
14. LAN Tournament Reporting Centre 
All premium PC tournaments will operate out of this area with 
regards to announcements, reporting, pairings, etc. 
   
15. Premium Video Game Event Casting Area 
Want to watch the action unfold live in our events like Starcraft 
II, League of Legends?  Come sit down and watch it on the big 
screen while our live casters announce the events. Casting will 
be provided by eSports Collective Network. 
  
16. RetroCred 
RetroCred is about a bunch of ordinary gamers playing some 
extraordinary games. They are going to get the heart pieces, 
collect the power ups, fill the energy tanks, rescue the 
princesses, set the high-score, defeat the villains and establish 
their RetroCred. 
 

17. Canadian Joysticks Fighting Events and Casting 
This year Canadian Joysticks will be hosting, with assistance 
from CrossXover (live casting of fighting events), our console 
based premium fighting events as well as additional casual 
tournaments. 
  
18. VicLUG 
Victoria Lego Users Group will be setting up shop here.  Come 
see their creations, build with lego and take part in their events. 
  
19. Gamer Auction/SCA Demonstrations  
Saturday this area will be dedicated to our famous Gamer Silent 
Auction. Over the weekend The Society for Creative 
Anachronism, or SCA, will host demonstrations as well. 
  
20. Discussion Panel Room (Teen Centre) 
All weekend long between 10am and 10pm there will be 
discussion panels taking place in the Teen Centre room. For 
information on our guests please see page 14. For information 
on our panels please see page 16. 

GottaCon 2013 
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V01. Skyhaven Games 

Skyhaven Games provides a wide selection of gamer goods and an 

atmosphere for you to sit down and participate in tournaments and 

demonstrations for the games that they sell. 

 

V02. Dragon Impact 

Dragon Impact offers a wide range of martial arts products of varying 

brands and styles.  They also offer a wide selection of real and replica 

bladed weapons including many movie, anime and video game 

themed items. 

 

V03. Sam & Fuzzy/Weregeek 

Sam Logan is the Vancouver-based creator of Sam and Fuzzy, the 

webcomic. Alina Pete is a Canadian comic artist, animator and creator 

of the webcomic Weregeek. 

 

V04. Bling Squared 

Sculptors Neacol and Stanley Miller synthesize fire, glass, colour and 

pop-culture to create a body of work that resides somewhere between 

toys and jewelry.  

 

V05. Medieval Chaos Productions 

Medieval Chaos is an exciting, fast paced, intense role play 

experience with exhilarating physical combat and over 200 acres of 

privately owned playable terrain.  

 

V06. Magic Stronghold 

Renowned for their selection in Magic: the Gathering (MTG) singles.  

Magic Stronghold buys and sells MTG cards, and video games. 

 

V07. Mythreal Maille 

Custom chainmaille jewelry and accessories. Everything from 

bracelets and dice bags to floor length dresses.  

 

V08. SCA Barony of Seagirt 

The Society for Creative Anachronism, or SCA, is an international 

organization dedicated to researching and re-creating the arts, skills, 

and traditions of pre-17th-century Europe. 

 

V09. Labyrinth Leathercraft 

Labyrinth Leathercraft combines the creative talents of two individuals 

and together their talents provide a wide variety of unique and lovingly 

crafted items. 

 

V10. Style ‘N’ Print 

Style ‘N’ Print: producers of fine quality screen printing, featuring 

quality artwork services and Direct to Garment (DTG) capabilities.  

 

V11. Mabus Maille 

Artists who are specialists in unusual mediums including chainmail, 

accessories, bracelets, earrings & necklaces. 

 

V12. Gaukler Medieval Wares 

Mark Shier, of Gaukler Medieval Wares, makes replicas of medieval 

and ancient metalwork, and sells ancient and medieval antiquities.  

 

V13. Kingston/Antec 

Visit booth for more details. 

 

V14. IRL Events 

A company dedicated to promoting, assisting, fostering and creating 

social events for nerds, geeks, dorks, and all forms of poindexterity in 

the GVRD and surrounding areas. 

V15. Table Top Scenery 

Kits and custom-made terrain for gaming, model trains and displays. 
 

V16. Brandon Chreptyk 

Visit booth for more details. 
 
V17. Starlit Citadel 

An online based store who has over 1,000 board games and card 

games to buy at discounted prices up to 50%. These great deals and 

games will be available at their booth. 
 

V18. Whovianart 

Who, AKA Joseph Cassidy, is a seller of a variety of interesting and 

odd things but specializes in return tops which are just like yo-yos 

except by name.  Stop by to see what he has to offer 
 

V19. Ted Christensen Gallery 

Featuring vibrant and fantastical images. Through the lens of the 

artist’s mind, you will see images of our world bent on a different slant 

and future possibilities and dark fantasies. 
 
V20. Wiser’s Collectibles 

Wiser’s collectibles has been operating out of the BC lower mainland 

since the late 1980′s. 

 

V21. Dice Bag Games 

Dice Bag Games carries all types of gaming supplies from 

Warhammer to RPGs, TCGs, board games as well as T-shirts and 

hobby supplies. 

 

Other Areas on Site 

 

GottaCon Logitech PC LAN by LANcouver (area 12) 

Vancouver’s original gaming event. Come to LANcouver 2013 and 

experience the best mix of pro and casual PC gaming events with 

sponsor displays, special contests, prizes and lots more!  

 

GottaCon Mad Catz Console LAN by IRL Events (area 13) 

See booth for more details. 

 

PC LAN Tournament Reporting Centre (area 14) 

Premium PC events will run out of this area. 

 

PC LAN Casting Area (area 15) 

Come watch the tournaments live in our casting area brought to you by 

Future Shop and eSports Collective Network. 

 

Retro Cred (area 16) 

See booth for more details. 

 

Canadian Joysticks (area 17) 

Canadian Joysticks is the place to get authentic arcade gaming parts 

for your cabinets and home controllers. 

 

VicLUG (area 18) 

The Victoria LEGO® Users Group is an association bringing together 

Adult Fans of LEGO within a supportive community committed to 

creativity and cooperation. 

 

Pig BBQ Joint 

Will be located outside the main entrance to the field house room. 
 

Puerto Vallarta Amigos Mexican Food 

Will be located outside the main entrance to the field house room. 

GottaCon 2013 Exhibitor Index 



Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

6 02:00 PM BG BG11 DEMO - Puerto Rico 

By Derek Turner 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 (multiple sessions as time permits) 
Win by running your plantation more efficiently than your competitors: grow crops and store them efficiently, and, most importantly, ship your goods 
back to Europe for maximum points. 

6 02:00 PM BG BG12 DEMO - Shadowfist 

By Geoff Conn 
Number of participants: 1 to 6 (multiple sessions) 
Shadowfist is a collectible card game that is undergoing a golden comeback with a brand new starter set. Get ready for combat in Kowloon! Come try 
this classic multiplayer CCG of monks, sorcerers, super soldiers and everyday heroes in a battle across time for control of the world's Feng Shui sites 
in the "Secret War." Beginners welcome! 

6 02:00 PM BG VCON 1 
DEMO - VCON presents: 

 Quarriors 

By Colin Fraser of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions as time permits) 
Players take on the roles of Quarriors - mighty mystical warriors who have the power to capture dangerous quarry from the untamed Wilds! They must 
conjure the mysterious powers of Quiddity, cast powerful spells, and summon their creatures to battle if they hope to overcome rivals and earn their 
rightful place as the Champion! Quarriors has the frenetic excitement of a dice battle game, with an added ‘deckbuilding’ twist: players customize their 
dice pools during the game using resources generated by their rolls. Quarriors takes the best of deckbuilding games without the tedium of shuffling. 
Take a typical deckbuilding game, add the speed and fun of dice and in 60 minutes you’re on your second or third game trying unique strategies 
against your opponents. 

6 02:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 
M3 Gamers presents: 

Resident Evil 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions if time permits) 
In Resident Evil, a deadly virus has caused the dead to rise and infect any living thing they encounter! Fleeing to a mysterious mansion, you must 
gather any materials you can find to protect yourself and fight for your survival against a legion of infected beings! 
The deck building game brings the story to life in a game of strategy where players construct their cards decks while they play. Choose one of your 
favorite characters from Resident Evil such as: Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine, or Albert Wesker among others. Players start with only the most basic of 
items and weapons. As the game progresses, players build their arsenal with additional Weapons, Ammunition, Action or Item cards to customize 
their deck and improve their ability in defeating “the Infected”! Your deck will be your lifeline to survival. How will you survive the zombie outbreak? 

6 02:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 
M3 Gamers presents: 

Thunderstone 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions if time permits) 
Thunderstone is a fantasy deck-building game. Fight the evils of the dungeon to prove your worth. Gain powerful weaponry and level into new and 
mighty hero classes. Claim the best cards and survive to take the Thunderstone. 

6 02:00 PM BG 
BG03 

to 
BG08 

Ticket to Ride Tournament 
(Price: Free) 

By GottaCon and M3 Gamers 
Sponsored by: Days of Wonder 
Maximum number of participants: 24 
Prizes: Winner and runner up will receive prizes. 
The Ticket to Ride tournament will be a total of three rounds. The first round everyone will be randomly placed at a table and will play Ticket to Ride 
USA. Then each player will play a second round, but this time will play Ticket to Ride Europe if we do not have enough copies then we will just do 
another round of USA, however, all participants will be again randomly placed at a different table. After both rounds, the top four players with highest 
combined total scores will move on to the finals where they will play Ticket to Ride Asia. Prizes will be awarded to the winner and the runner up of the 
tournament. 

6 02:00 PM BG BG02 
Twilight Imperium 3rd Ed. 

Demo 

By Darin Nieuwendorp 
Time: 2:00pm to 8:00pm 
Number of participants: 4 to 6  
An introduction to Twilight Imperium 3rd Edition. An epic space game of civilization, build an empire and Claim the throne of the Imperium! 

6 02:00 PM BG VCON 2 VCON presents: Free Play 

By Cam Brenner of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
Come play with us. VCON is taking on all challengers. First folk to the table can help decide what we're playing! 

6 02:00 PM EG 13 Wii – Mario Kart Wii  

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Maximum number of participants: 16 
This tournament will be single elimination four player free for all. Each round is played on 100cc Mushroom Cup Grand Prix. Computer players fill in 
any missing players. Matches will be seeded randomly, final round is played on 100cc Flower Cup Grand Prix. 

6 02:00 PM EG   

Xbox 360 – Premium 
Super Street Fighter IV: 
Arcade Edition Tourna-

ment  

By GottaCon Conventions GottaCon Conventions, Canadian Joystick, and CrossXover. 
Sponsored by: Mad Catz 
Registration starts at 2:00pm, event starts at 2:30pm 
Price: Requires video game add-on (yes you can bring your own stick) 
Maximum number of participants: 64 
Prizes: The first place player will receive a prize package from Mad Catz and Future Shop valued at over $150. 
The second place player will receive a prize package from Mad Catz valued at over $100. The third place player will receive a prize package from 
Mad Catz valued at over $75. 
We will be using the following tournament format and rules: http://evo.shoryuken.com/evo-player-guide/evo-tournament-format/. Players will be placed 
in pods of 8 players and face off against opponents in their pod with similar win/loss records in a double elimination qualification round. Top two from 
each pod move on to the semi-finals. Finals will feature the top 8 from the semis. Please note there will be no downloadable content available in this 
even 

6 03:00 PM EG 12 
PC – Premium StarCraft II 

Tournament -  
Round 1 – Open Pool Play 

By GottaCon and LANcouver 
Sponsored by: Antec and Kingston HyperX 
Price: requires video game add-on, and access to a BYOC computer that no one else is using during the tournament. 
Maximum number of participants: 32 (there is no league or ranking requirement for the tournament), player cap may change based on advance 
registration of this event. The following format is based on 32 players participating in the tournament and is subject to change based on attendance or 
other factors. 
Prizes: The first place player will receive a prize package from Antec and Kingston HyperX. The second place player will receive a prize package from 
Antec and Kingston HyperX. The third place player will receive a prize package from Antec and Kingston HyperX. 
 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

6 09:30 AM Minis M03 
Warmachine/Hordes Two 
Day Steamroller GottaCon 

Championship - Day 1 

This event is continued from  at Saturday at 9:30am(slot 5). 
Please see slot 5 for description. 

6 10:00 AM Minis M03 
Warhammer 40K Two Day 
GottaCon Championship 

Tournament - Day 1 

This event is continued from Saturday at 10:00am(slot 5). 
Please see slot 5 for description. 

6 10:00 AM Minis M03 

Warhammer Fantasy Two 
Day GottaCon Champion-

ship Tournament - Day 1 

This event is continued from Saturday at 10:00am(slot 5). 

Please see slot 5 for description. 

6 02:00 PM Minis M4 
Even Whites Bleed Red, A 

Russian Civil War Battle 

By Brian Burger. 
Number of Players: 2 to 6 
System: "Through The Mud & The Blood" from TooFatLardies, 28mm figures. 
Somewhere in southern Russian early in the Russian Civil War, White Russian and Red forces clash to control a hamlet and the rail line that runs 

through it. No experience necessary. 

6 02:00 PM Minis M03 

Malifaux - One Way 
Ticket, Gaining Ground 

Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wyrd Miniatures 
Price: Included in Malifaux Ticket Package 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
Rules Packet: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/onewayticketgottacon2013web.pdf 
GottaCon and Wyrd Miniatures are proud to present an exciting Lineup of Malifaux Tournaments throughout the weekend. Prizes will be awarded 
individually in each Tournament, and the Player with the most combined Tournament Points for the weekend will earn the title of GottaCon 2013 
Malifaux Champion! Purchase of a GottaCon Malifaux ticket package secures a place in each Malifaux Tournament and is required for pre-registration 
and entry in the “First into the Breach”, “One Way Ticket”, and “Masters of Malifaux” Events, as well space is limited to 16 players for the three men-

tioned events. 
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6 05:00 PM Minis M03 
Warmachine/Hordes 

Team  
Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wiser's Collectibles  
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 36 players(12 teams) 
Prizes: Prizes awarded to top teams. Additional prizes will be awarded for best team appearance/name 
This event will pit teams of 3 players against each other in a chess style tournament. Retailers, Game Clubs and Groups of Friends are encouraged to 
put a team (or multiple teams) together and represent yourselves this year at GottaCon!! Each of the 3 players will be ranked by skill level: General, 
Captain, and Lieutenant. Each rank will be matched against the same rank during matches. Come out and show everyone why you think your team is 
the best!! 

6 02:00 PM RPG R05 
Boundless RPG  

– The Tower of the 
Watcher 

By Dan Spiller of Yellowjacket Comics 
Maximum number of participants:  6 
Who is the Watcher? and what secrets does he keep locked deep within his tower? Armed with swords, spells, and an animated eyeball in a box, our 
heroes enter the fabled Watcher's Tower in hopes of uncovering the secrets to power, glory, and fame. Boundless is a new fantasy-based Role 
Playing Game that is fast and easy to learn.  This scenario will be a dungeon crawl, and prizes will be given out at random while supplies last.  Pre-
generated characters will be provided. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R05 
Boundless RPG  

– The Tower of the 
Watcher 

By Matthew Bartram of Yellowjacket Comics 
Maximum number of participants:  6 
Who is the Watcher? and what secrets does he keep locked deep within his tower? Armed with swords, spells, and an animated eyeball in a box, our 
heroes enter the fabled Watcher's Tower in hopes of uncovering the secrets to power, glory, and fame. 
Boundless is a new fantasy-based Role Playing Game that is fast and easy to learn.  This scenario will be a dungeon crawl, and prizes will be given 
out at random while supplies last.  Pre-generated characters will be provided. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R11 
Dragon Age RPG 

– Green Ronin: The 
Ostwick Irregulars 

By Chris Pramas of Green Ronin 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Join designer Chris Pramas for a taste of the Dragon Age RPG. You are members of the Ostwick Irregulars, a tough band of mercs from the Free 
Marches. The mission to Kirkwall sounds easy enough and it even involves beer. Nothing in Thedas is at seems, of course, so you best keep your 
wits about you in The City of Chains. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R07 
Fiasco  

– Froth Barrel: Dragon 
Slayers 

By Courtney “Lady Dame Saf” Raines of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 3 to 6 
The bumpkins in this mountain town could never have taken down that dragon. Their biggest hero hasn't seen battle since Drozzek rode down from 
the Smoking Mountains three wars-to-end-all-wars ago. So yeah, we rode into town, a bunch of outsiders ready to solve that problem. And no, we 
don’t care what they think. And yes, we’re heroes. These yokels should worship at our feet. They sure as hell didn’t slay that dragon. That’s our 
dragon, and its gold is our gold. So unless you’re bringing us ale, get out before we transform you into a turkey and serve you for dinner. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R08 

Homebrew Star Wars 
Universe  

– Froth Barrel: Imperial 
Intelligence 

By Dylan Kaye “Darth Hoarfrost” Sharpe of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 1 to 5 
36 GrS, your cell serves the Ubiqtorate deep in the Coruscant undercity. Intelligence has ordered three marks terminated. Targets confirmed to be 
Black Sun. Communication ended with no further data. Warning: mature gaming content. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R01 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: 
Rise of the Goblin Guild 

By Jonathan Ross 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
When a monster is discovered on the grounds of the Pathfinder Lodge at Heidmarch Manor in Magnimar, an investigation into its appearance leads 
the PCs deep under the City of Monuments - and face to face with a burgeoning thieves’ guild. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R02 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: 
Severing Ties 

By David Van Ommen 
Day: Saturday and Sunday 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5. 
The Pathfinder Society has discovered a new Aspis Consortium base in the pirate city of Riddleport and sends a small team of agents to infiltrate the 
rival cell disguised as newly hired mercenaries from Magnimar. After proving their value to the Aspis Consortium by carrying out a number of tasks 
throughout the City of Cyphers, the Pathfinders can learn the location of one of the consortium's local allies and ensure that the support the Aspis 
Consortium is counting on from their friends won't come. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R03 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Disappeared 

By Mike Dowd 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
A powerful ally of the Pathfinder Society has disappeared, and no one but the Pathfinders even remembers that she ever existed. Can the PCs dis-
cover the fate of their missing associate, or will all memory of her be erased completely from history? 

6 02:00 PM RPG R04 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Sanos Abduction 

Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3 to 7, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
The Pathfinders are sent to the Sanos Forest in central Varisia to assist an agent researching the fey who inhabit the remote wood. But like many 
seemingly routine tasks in a Pathfinder's adventuring career, the simple support mission quickly turns into an adventure the PCs aren't soon to for-
get—presuming they survive. 

6 02:00 PM RPG R09 
Savage Worlds  

– They Came From 
Beyond Space 

By Jon Woodland 
Number of participants: up to 5 
As you watch the images on the big screen before you, you realize these Earthlings are more primitive than you thought, they actually fear the visita-
tion of their planet by superior lifeforms such as yourselves! But you have no time now to ponder the strangeness you see about you on this unfamiliar 
world. You have a mission to complete, the success of which affects the life of each and every Earthling on the planet. Beset by obstacles at every 
turn, you must struggle against the very souls you are trying to help. If they only knew their salvation comes from Outer Space? 

6 04:00 PM RPG R10 
 Spycraft Third Edition – 
Crafty Games: Spycraft 

Third Beta Playtest! 

By Alex Flagg of Crafty Games 
Time: 2:00pm to 4:00pm and 4:00pm to 6:00pm 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
Get a sneak peek at the new edition of the World's Greatest Espionage RPG! This short session will let you try out preliminary rules and share your 
opinions with co-creator Alex Flagg! 

6 02:00 PM 
Special 
Event 

19 
GottaCon 2013 Gamers 

Silent Auction 

This event is continued from Sunday at 9:00am(slot 10). 
Please see slot 10 for description. 

6 01:00 PM 
Special 
Event 

Please 
Visit V08 

Society for Creative  
Anachronism 

Demonstration 

Time: 1:00pm to 2:00pm 
Weather Permitting 

6 02:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
- GottaCon MTG Open 

(2013)  
Part 2 Sealed 

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Price: This event is included if you purchase the Magic: the Gathering weekend pass. The cost to participate in the entire M:TG Open is $40 (only 
includes entry into one Standard flight). If you have purchased a full weekend pass to GottaCon 2013 you must upgrade your pass to a Magic: the 
Gathering weekend pass. If you wish to only take part in the standard event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $10 per flight and you can not 
qualify for the finals. If you wish to only take part in the sealed event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $30 and you can not qualify for the finals. 
Maximum number of participants: 150 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded based on attendance. 
 
Welcome to the GottaCon MTG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers and one final) in which participants face 
off for hundreds of dollars in prizes. Qualifier finish order will be determined by the formats detailed below. In each format there is a prize pool to be 
won. 
 
In Part two, each participant will be provided with six (6) boosters of Gatecrash to construct a deck consisting of no less than 40 cards. Participants 
are given 20 minutes to register the sealed pool and 30 minutes to construct their deck using the sealed pool they are given. The tournament will 
consist of swiss style rounds. Prizes will be awarded based on attendance. 

6 05:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

World of Warcraft - WoW 
Season 8 Ashenvale 

Forest Realm Qualifier 

By GottaCon, Skyhaven Games and Cryptozoic Entertainment 
Registration is at 5:00pm and the event starts at 6:00pm 
Price: This event is free if you purchase the World of Warcraft TCG Pass. Otherwise the Price is $10 +HST. 
Format: Core Constructed, Realm: Ashenvale Forest 
Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG Season 8 Realm Qualifier. This tournament consists of a Core Constructed format with Swiss rounds in which 
participants face off for prizes and glory. After the Swiss rounds, the top players will play single elimination matches to determine the final winner of 
this event. Deck lists must be provided. Players earn qualification points towards a Realm Championship invite based on their standings. Players need 
10 points to earn their invite to a Realm Championship: 1st: 10 points, 2nd: 10 points, 3rd-4th: 6 points, 5th-8th: 4 points, 9th+: 3 points 
Prizes: Top Prize – Daedek the Graveborne Foil Card, Top 4 – Reclaimed Ashkandi Foil Card, Top 8 – Series 5 Paladin Deckboxes (+ 1 given out as 

door prizes), Booster Packs based on final standings, Participation Card – Pythiss, Herald of Frost (First 24 players) 
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6 03:30 PM WS/P 
Panel 
Room 

Digital Rights Management: 
The Pros and Cons 

Time: 3:30pm to 5:30pm 
Panelists: Karl Johanson, Alyx Dellaconica, Jules Sherred 
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

7 07:00 PM BG BG01 
A Game Of Thrones (2nd 

Edition) 

By Aldo Santolla 
Number of participants: 3 to 6 (multiple sessions) 
In the second edition of A Game of Thrones: The Board Game, 3 to 6 players take on the roles of the great Houses of the Seven Kingdoms of 
Westeros, as they vie for control of the Iron Throne through the use of diplomacy and warfare. Will you take power through force, use honeyed 
words to coerce your way onto the throne, or rally the townsfolk to your side? Through strategic planning, masterful diplomacy, and clever card 
play, spread your influence over Westeros! 

7 07:00 PM BG VCON 1 
DEMO - VCON presents:  

Kingdom Builder 

By Colin Fraser of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 
In Kingdom Builder, the players create their own kingdoms by skillfully building their settlements, aiming to earn the most gold at the end of the 
game. Nine different kinds of terrain are on the variable game board, including locations and castles. During his turn, a player plays his terrain card 
and builds three settlements on three hexes of this kind. If possible, a new settlement must be built next to one of that player’s existing 
settlements. When building next to a location, the player may seize an extra action tile that he may use from his next turn on. These extra actions 
allow extraordinary actions such as moving your settlements. By building next to a castle, the player will earn gold at the end of the game, but the 
most gold will be earned by meeting the conditions of the three Kingdom Builder cards; these three cards (from a total of ten in the game) specify 
the conditions that must be met in order to earn the much-desired gold, such as earning gold for your settlements built next to water hexes or 
having the majority of settlements in a sector of the board. 

7 07:00 PM BG VCON 2 
DEMO - VCON presents: 

Carcassonne 

By Cam Brenner of VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
Carcassonne is a tile-placement game in which the players draw and place a tile with a piece of southern French landscape on it. The tile might 
feature a city, a road, a cloister, grassland or some combination thereof, and it must be placed adjacent to tiles that have already been played, in 
such a way that cities are connected to cities, roads to roads, etcetera. Having placed a tile, the player can then decide to place one of his 
meeples on one of the areas on it: on the city as a knight, on the road as a robber, on a cloister as a monk, or on the grass as a farmer. When that 
area is complete, that meeple scores points for its owner. 

7 07:00 PM BG 
BG03 

to 
BG10 

Dominion Tournament 

By Starlit Citadel 
Sponsored by: Rio Grande Games 
Price: $5.00 
Number of participants: Max of 32, Min of 8 players 
Starlit Citadel is hosting a Dominion tournament which is sponsored by Rio Grande Games. A minimum of 8 participants is required. Each 
participant will receive a set of the Walled Village promo and first overall will receive a prize from Rio Grande as well as a $25 gift certificate from 
Starlit Citadel, the second place prize will be a $20 certificate and third place prize a $10 certificate to Starlit Citadel. The format is three rounds of 
three games. Players will be divided into tables of 4 players in each round and the top player at each table moves on to the next round. Placement 
is determined first by combined finishing score of the three games then by points for tie breaks. 

7 07:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 
M3 Gamers presents: Star 

Trek Deck Building 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
Take on the role of Captain of a salvaged starship explore space. The game features three separate scenarios of play: 
• Explorations [Free For All]: Explore space to complete missions and ally with characters from the show. 
• Borg Invasion [Cooperative]: Band together with your fellow Captains to defend your world from the Borg. 
• Klingon Civil War [Teams]: Form alliances, gather support, and defeat your enemies to obtain control of the Klingon Empire. 

7 07:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 
M3 Gamers presents: Team 

Blood Bowl  

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2  
Fantasy Football with humans and orcs! Takes turns moving, blocking and advancing the football down the field. The game comes with plastic 
miniatures, buckets of blood are purely in your imagination. 

7 07:00 PM BG 
BG09 
BG11 

The Core Gamers: Battlestar 
Galactica Tournament 

- Qualifier 2 

By Credence Holmes 
Maximum number of participants: 10 
Final: Sunday 9:00am 
Flee the solar system as the humans or sabotage as the secret Cylons in Battlestar Galactica (BSG)! We're running two games of 5 people each, 
the winner can participate in the Sunday final for a great prize. Humans get points for: winning the game, resources still blue, number of jumps, 
number of vipers, raptors, civvies alive, and not being sent to the brig or sickbay during the game. Cylons get points for: winning the game, 
resources red, distance traveled, less distance=more points, number of vipers, raptors, civvies destroyed, revealing outside the brig, playing Super 
Crisis. Vote - biggest impact on game. If the Humans win, players can only vote human and vice-versa, vote most fun in game (roleplay, amazing 
dice throws, playing the ´blamegame´ well, etc) 

7 07:00 PM BG 
BG10 
BG12 

VCON presents: VCON 
Special Event – GIANT 

Pandemic 

By Rick Arino to VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
A Pandemic has broken out and as a member of the Center for Disease Control; you will need to find a cure before it gets out of hand! Pandemic 
is a truly cooperative game where all players represent members of a team of experts that must find the cure to four virulent diseases before they 
wipe out the world's population. What’s different about this version? It’s HUGE. A 4 foot by 6 foot  

7 06:00 PM EG 13 
Xbox 360 - Premium Halo 4 

(2vs2) 

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Sponsored by: Mad Catz 
Team Size: 2 Players 
Price: Requires video game add-on 
Maximum number of teams: 32 
Prizes: The first place team will receive a prize package from Mad Catz valued at over $500. The second place team will receive a prize package 
from Mad Catz valued at over $250. The third place team will receive a prize package from Mad Catz valued at over $150. 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#hr22 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 
Due to the game rating of “M” for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is required to get parental permission to compete. 

7 07:00 PM EG 17 
Xbox 360 - Tekken Tag 

Tournament 2 Event 

By Canadian Joystick and CrossXover 
Registration starts at 7:00pm 
We will be using the following tournament format and rules: http://evo.shoryuken.com/evo-player-guide/evo-tournament-format/. Teams will be 
placed in pods of four or eight and face off against opponents in their pod with similar win/loss records in a double elimination qualification round. 
Top two teams from each pod move on to the semi finals. Finals will feature the top four or eight from the semis. Bring your own fighting stick or 
use the ones provided by our Console LAN sponsors Mad Catz! 

7 08:00 PM EG 12 
PC - ShootMania: Storm 

Deathmatch 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Sponsors: Shootmania: Storm and Astro Gaming 
Prizes: ShootMania: Storm™ deathmatch event sponsored by Shootmania and Astro Gaming with over $1000 in prizes to be won along with 
copies of the game and swag! 
The creators of ManiaPlanet have a new arena-based competitive shooter to allow the quick-fingered to prove their skills. There will be several 
warm-up rounds for newcomers to prepare for the final struggle, but afterward it’s every man for himself in a huge elimination-based death match. 

7 08:00 PM EG 13 Wii – Tetris Party 

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
This tournament will be double elimination – 1 vs. 1 with no time limit. Players compete until one is eliminated, matches will be seeded randomly. 
Each round consists of a single match. 

7 11:00 PM EG 12 PC - Battlefield 3 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Genre: First Person Shooter 
Official Website: http://www.battlefield.com/battlefield3 
A cornerstone of modern PC gaming, Battlefield 3 is sure to bring out your inner soldier. After some time on our large free-play server, players will 
team up into squads of 4 and show us what they’re made of. 

7 07:00 PM Minis M02 
 Warhammer Fantasy Storm 

of Magic Prize Battle 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Imperial Hobbies 
Price: Free 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
1000pt Armies, No paint restrictions 
Each Player will have a 1600 point Army created using the Storm of Magic Rules. At the end of the Game, Prizes will be awarded For Control of 
Arcane Fulcrums, with a special prize for the winner; whichever player controls the most Arcane Fulcrums.. Priority seating is granted to miniature 

package holders that have pre-regged for this event, followed by mini package holders then walk-ins. 
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Saturday Continued 



Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

7 07:00 PM Minis M03 
DEMO - A Call to Arms: Star 

Fleet  

By Jon Woodland 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Come and learn to play this awesome starship miniatures game set in the Star Fleet Universe! Based on the 30 years of "Star Fleet Battles" by 
Amarillo Design Bureau, A Call to Arms: Star Fleet brings fleet level action to the tabletop. Take on the forces of the Federation, Romulans, 
Klingons, or Kzinti with easy to learn rules and beautiful 1:3125 scale miniatures by Mongoose Publishing. http://www.mongoosepublishing.com/
us/miniatures/ctastarfleet.html 
Everything you need to play is provided. Just bring your imagination and tactical. 

7 07:00 PM Minis M01 
GottaCon Blood Bowl 

Tournament – Round 2 
This event is continued from  at Friday at 7:00pm(slot 2). 
Please see slot 2 for description. 

7 07:00 PM Minis M03 
Malifaux - A Wyrd Encounter, 

Beginners Tournament 

Sponsored by: Wyrd Miniatures 
Price: Free (signups for this event can be done in advance on our Warhorn site or once you arrive at the convention) 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
Rules Packet: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/awyrdencountergottacon2013web.pdf 
GottaCon and Wyrd Miniatures are proud to present an exciting Lineup of Malifaux Tournaments throughout the weekend. Prizes will be 
awarded individually in each Tournament, and the Player with the most combined Tournament Points for the weekend will earn the title of 
GottaCon 2013 Malifaux Champion! Purchase of a GottaCon Malifaux ticket package secures a place in each Malifaux Tournament and is 
required for pre-registration and entry in the “First into the Breach”, “One Way Ticket”, and “Masters of Malifaux” Events, as well space is limited 
to 16 players for the three mentioned events. 

7 07:00 PM Minis M05 
Savage Showdown - Star 
Wars: Prisoner Rescue 

By: Bayden Woodland 
Number of participants: 1 to 4 
Event Description: Savage Showdown is the miniatures battle version of the pulpy Savage Worlds RPG system. Upon the rolling plains of one of 
countless struggling worlds, the forces of the Galactic Empire lead a convoy full of valuable rebel prisoners. The rebels have prepared an elite 
strike force to intervene, but will they be able to get the prisoners out alive? Newcomers welcome! 

7 07:00 PM RPG R09 
Dresden Files RPG  

– Introduction to the Dresden 
Files 

By Jason Tice 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
The Dresden Files is an Urban Supernatural Fantasy setting based on Jim Butcher’s book (and television) series of the same name.  This 
session will introduce you to the basics of the Dresden Files, and the FATE system of game-play.  Characters are pre-generated but customized 
at time-of-play. 

7 07:00 PM RPG R07 

Elemental Axes: Second 
Edition 

– Crosstime Games: 
Shipwrecked on the Skull 

Coast 

By Eric Seaton of Crosstime Games 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
No sane captain sails near the Skull Coast, but the great storms of the Sea of Fury are legendary. Your ship, overcome by waves as large as 
hills, has been swept, broken-masted and crushed, onto the rocky beaches of the Dragonlands. Some of the crew have chosen to throw 
themselves to the sea's watery depths rather than face the undying curse of this ancient, abandoned land, but as yet, you are alive... 

7 07:00 PM RPG R08 
Homebrew Star Wars Universe  

– Froth Barrel: Too Much to 
Divide 

By Dylan Kaye “The Gaffmonger” Sharpe of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 1 to 5 
Your bright, distinguished mates and you have procured a rather large shipment of Nyriaan spice. Problem is that only four blokes in your crew 
will serve any purpose on the next phase of this entrepreneurial adventure. Hence, you brought the whole lot back to the Moss Eislely Cantina. 
Before this night is done, your twelve villain crew needs to streamline into a quintet. Axe the dead weight, do it without creating problems, and 
then haul this spice to a broker before Jabba the Hutt invites you to visit.   Warning: mature gaming content. 

7 07:00 PM RPG R06 
Judge Dredd RPG (Mongoose 

Traveller System) 
– A Hard Daystick's Night 

By Steve Saunders 
Maximum number of participants: 7 
Sector 160. Straddling the Black Atlantic and the Southern Rad Zone, the “Sour Sixteen-Nothin” is known to be a hive of scum, villainy, and 
some seriously drokking badass perps. Sector 160 is not the place one wants to be a Judge-- but there you are. This is supposed to be just 
another few hours on this short-leg tour, and you and your squad will be cycled back to the relatively safe streets of the East Meg. Until then, 
you need to keep your eyes peeled and your Lawgivers primed. Central just called. Looks like there's some strange activity on the Black Wall...   
Good luck. 

7 07:00 PM RPG R11 
Mistborn Adventure Game 
– Crafty Games: Dance of 

Deceit 

By Ryan Downing 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
In the world of Mistborn, wars are waged in the halls of noble estates as they are the fields of battle. Assigned the unenviable task of keeping 
the peace at the Ackroyal ball, you soon find yourselves embroiled in a war of intrigue, deception, and conspiracy that tugs on the very 
foundations of society. Tread carefully, for in the Final Empire, the ballroom can be the most dangerous battlefield of all! Come learn how to play 
the Mistborn Adventure Game, set in the world of Brandon Sanderson’s best-selling Mistborn novels, in this demo. 

7 07:00 PM RPG R03 
Pathfinder RPG   

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Blackros Matrimony 

By Todd Conrod 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3 to 7, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
The eldest daughter of the prominent Blakros family is set to wed an influential Hellknight, and the Pathfinder Society is invited to the festivities. 
Dressed for a wedding befitting royalty, a team of Pathfinders attend the ceremony on behalf of the Decemvirate, but will their presence 
ultimately strengthen the Society's relationship with the influential Blakroses, or will events at the wedding bring the already tenuous alliance to a 
breaking point? 

7 07:00 PM RPG R01 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: Rise of 
the Goblin Guild 

Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
When a monster is discovered on the grounds of the Pathfinder Lodge at Heidmarch Manor in Magnimar, an investigation into its appearance 
leads the PCs deep under the City of Monuments—and face to face with a burgeoning thieves’ guild. 

7 07:00 PM RPG R02 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Disappeared 

By Mike Dowd 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
A powerful ally of the Pathfinder Society has disappeared, and no one but the Pathfinders even remembers that she ever existed. Can the PCs 
discover the fate of their missing associate, or will all memory of her be erased completely from history? 

7 07:00 PM RPG R04 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Refuge of Time 

By Jonathan Ross 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 7 to 11. 
In the ruins of a fallen empire built on the power of sin lies the key to awakening a great evil from a time long gone. The Pathfinder Society isn't 
the only organization seeking this potent artifact, however, and the result of failure could mean disaster for the whole of Varisia and beyond. 

7 07:00 PM RPG R05 
Star Wars: Edge of the Empire 

– Escape from Mos Shuuta 

By Riley “Jerreth” Vandall 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
On the harsh Outer Rim world of Tatooine, a band of misfit fringers chafe under the yoke of a Hutt crimelord and soon learn they need to get off 
planet right away, preferably with their lives! Blast off to adventure in the latest iteration of Star Wars Roleplaying: Edge of the Empire! This 
scenario comes from the Beginner Game boxed set and is geared to teaching the mechanics and unique narrative dice system to both novice 
and veteran players who are interested in this new fast-paced, cinematic system! 

7 07:00 PM RPG R10 
Supernatural RPG  

– The Beast of Bray Road 

By Wendy Maiuro 
Number of participants: 3 to 5 
As Hunters in the Supernatural RPG, you are drawn to the semi rural town of Elkhorn, Manitoba.  Why? A hunt.  Reported sightings of a 
creature described as - "part wolf and part man" -  have led you and your team to believe the recent attacks, and one fatality, are the work of this 
creature.  There's even a local legend known as the "Beast of Bray Road".  The creature cannot be allowed to live, it's tasted human blood. It 
has to be stopped.  It's Huntin' Time! 

7 05:00 PM TCG 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

World of Warcraft - WoW 
Season 8 Ashenvale Forest 

Realm Qualifier 

This event is continued from Saturday at 5:00am(slot 6). 
Please see slot 6 for description. 

7 07:00 PM TCG 
 Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
– GottaCon Legacy 

Tournament 

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Price: $10 
Prizes: Based on attendance 
Each participant must bring their own minimum 60 card deck built using the current Legacy rules and restrictions. 

7 09:00 PM TCG 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering – 
GottaCon Two Headed Giant 

Sealed Tournament 

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Price: $40 per team 
Prizes: 3 boosters per team entered into pool. 
Teams will receive eight boosters of Gatecrash to construct two decks in this sanctioned Gatecrash tournament. Teams will be given 45 minutes 
to construct their decks. Teams will face off in a swiss style tournament. 
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Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

7 06:45 PM WS/P 
Panel 

Room 

Standard Action: Exclusive 

Showing and Q&A 

Time: 6:45pm to 8:45pm 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, and three other members of the Standard Action cast and crew. 
 

See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

7 09:00 PM WS/P 
Panel 

Room 

RPG Improv with Standard 

Action & Friends 

Time: 9:15pm to 11:00pm 
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell, Rob Hunt, and three other members of the Standard Action cast and crew. 

See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 
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SUNDAY EVENTS (SLOT 8 to 11) 
Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

8 12:00 AM BG BG04 Level 7 [Escape] 

By Nathan Bosa 
Number of participants: 1 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
You are a captive of Subterra Bravo, imprisoned in the facility’s deepest laboratory, the hall of nightmares known as LEVEL 7. Your singular 
goal is to escape.  Will you work together with your fellow prisoners to endure Subterra Bravo’s endless perils, or will you use them to secure 
your own escape? Ultimately, your chances of survival will depend on how well you manage your greatest weapon, which is also your greatest 
threat: fear itself. LEVEL 7 [ESCAPE] is a semi-cooperative, story-driven survival-horror board game for 1–4 players Published by Privateer 

Press. No Experience Necessary. 

8 12:00 AM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 

M3 Gamers presents: Talis-

man 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
A cult classic fantasy board game with a fantasy theme. Control one of 14 characters to find and claim the Crown of Command, a magical 

artifact with the power to make the bearer the true ruler of the kingdom.  

8 12:00 AM BG 
BG07 

BG08 

The Core Gamers: Game of 
Thrones Tournament 

- Final 

By Credence Holmes 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
The winners of Friday's Game of Thrones Tournament continue on, competing for a great prize. Played on the first edition base game. The 
winner will be decided by a point system based on number of wins and votes cast by other players and the referee. Vote – biggest impact on 
game. (Most decisive move, best war, etc.) Vote – most fun in game. (Roleplay, amazing dice throws, etc.) All players must be prepared for a 

full 4 hour game. 

8 12:00 AM RPG R08 

Conspiracy X  
– Froth Barrel: Outside Inter-

ference 

By Pat “Lord Blackthorne” Klassen of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
March 14th 2012, 3:27am an alien transmission is detected directed at Washington D.C. Unknown origin. 
March 14th 2012, 4:01am a 2nd alien transmission is detected directed as Washington D.C. Unknown origin 
You receive a call from your contact at the O.S.I. Known only as Hunter.  There is a situation and you are being tapped to get to the bottom of 
this mystery and preserve the citizens’ perception of safety and normalcy. You have three hours before you are to rendezvous with your team 

for this mission.  Hunter says this mission is of potentially the utmost importance and danger, good luck Soldier. 

8 12:00 AM RPG R04 nWo  – In the City 

By Ric Jesson of Rabbit Hole Games 
Maximum number of participants: 7 
nWo is a role playing game based on a grim vision of our future.  This is a game of secrets, corporate control, and metaphysical powers.  Come 

join us for an adventure you won't soon forget.  Room for seven players, one d10 required. 

8 12:00 AM RPG R11 

Paranoia - PARANOIA: The 
Roleplaying Game of a Darkly 

Humorous Future (Paranoia) 

By Jaime Tiampo 
Maximum number of participants: 4 
In service to a well-meaning but deranged Computer, you and your fellow players seek to eliminate traitors. You will have lots of fun rooting out 

Communist mutant traitors. The Computer says so. Your deepest fear: Your fellow players will discover YOU are one of those traitors. 

8 12:00 AM RPG 
R05 and  

R06 

Werewolf, the social game of 
intrigue, murder, suspicion, 

and betrayal 

By Knoll Stevenson 
Number of participants: 5 to 30 
Join me for an opportunity to play the classic Werewolf game, when the werewolves murder by night, but are hunted by day. Each player is 
randomly assigned a role, that of villager or werewolf. There are also special roles that will be introduced as the game progresses. Each night, 
the werewolves secretly select a villager to murder. If all the villagers die, the werewolves win the game. Each day, the villagers have an oppor-
tunity to gang up on the werewolves and hang one. Getting a majority of people to support the hanging will allow the villagers to kill one player, 
hopefully it's a werewolf, but nothing is certain until they are dead. As time passes, numbers dwindle, and if the werewolves aren't killed, then 

they will murder the entire village, and move on to the next one. 

9 04:00 AM RPG R04 nWo  – In the City 

By Ric Jesson of Rabbit Hole Games 
Maximum number of participants: 7 
nWo is a role playing game based on a grim vision of our future.  This is a game of secrets, corporate control, and metaphysical powers.  Come 

join us for an adventure you won't soon forget.  Room for seven players, one d10 required. 

10 09:30 AM BG 

BG02 
to 

BG08 

The Great Canadian Board 
Game Blitz Qualifier 

(Price: Free) 

The Great Canadian Board Game Blitz Qualifier 
Time: 9:30am registration 10:00AM-6:00pm 
Player cap: 28 
This epic board game tournament will have four rounds and a maximum of 28 players. Each round players will have to choose one of 7 board 
games to play, based on their ranking from the previous round (the first round will be determined randomly, and the second round will be the 
opposite order of the first round). Players earn points based on their ranking in each game, and at the end of the four rounds, the player with the 
most points will be crowned champion of the Blitz and invited to the finals held in Toronto at FanExpo. Each round will feature a specific board 
game company or companies. The possible games for each round are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Players are not required to have played all (or any) of the games prior to the Blitz, however prior experience with the games will certainly help a 
player’s chances of success. That being said, there will be people on hand to answer rules questions if needed. The Blitz is a great way to try 
new games, as well as an even better way to prove to all your gaming buddies that you’re a better board gamer than they are. 
 
Prizes: Our sponsors have provided some prizes and GottaCon has gathered up some additional prizes as well. Each round a random prize will 
be awarded and there will be prizes for top finishing ranks based on attendance. 
 
*Due to the chosen games, all rounds will be weighted equally (and not according to length, as is normal for the Blitz). Games with shorter play 
times in the same round as longer games may be played multiple times with placements added up for an overall score to determine points for 
that round of the Blitz. In the event that multiple players share placements (two players tying for first, etc.) and no tie-break method is provided 
in the game rules, players will split the round points equally. Example: two players tie for 2nd, and 2nd place is worth 4 points, 3rd is worth 3, 
and 4th is worth 2. The two tied players would each get 3 points, and the 4th place player would still get 2. For more information on the Great 
Canadian Board Game Blitz as a whole please go here: http://www.gcbgb.ca/. 

Round One 10:00am (Rio Grande) 

Dominion 
Dominion Intrigue 
Race for the Galaxy 
Bohnanza 

Caveman 
Puerto Rico 
Navegador 

Round Two 12:00pm (Days of Wonder) 

Ticket to Ride 
Ticket to Ride Europe 
Ticket to Ride Africa 
Ticket to Ride India 

Small World 
Small World Underground 
Cargo Noir 

Round Three 2:00pm (Asmodee/Zman Games/AEG) 

Roadkill Rally 
Agricola 
7 Wonders 
Libertalia 

Thunderstone 
Nightfall 
Ginkgopolis 

Round Four 4:00pm (Various) 

Settlers of Catan 
Star Trek Catan 
Robo Rally 
Citadels 

Settlers of America 
Vegas Showdown 
Zombies!!! 



Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

10 09:00 AM BG BG10 DEMO - Agricola 

By Derek Turner 
Number of participants: 2 to 5  (multiple sessions) 
In Agricola, you're a farmer in a wooden shack with your spouse and little else. On a turn, you get to take only two actions, one for you and one for 
your spouse. Will you collect clay, wood, or stone; or build fences; and other improvements? Choose your course wisely, the player with the best 
farm wins! 

10 09:00 AM BG BG09 DEMO - Star Munchkin 

By Duncan Hauser 
Number of participants: 2 to 6  (multiple sessions) 
Kill the monsters - Steal the treasure - Stab your buddy, IN SPACE. Laugh at every trope that sci-fi can throw at you. Come fight the Brain in a Jar, 
Fanged Fuzzballs, Clown Troopers, and most dangerous of all, your fellow Munchkins! 

10 09:00 AM BG BG12 DEMO - Ticket to Ride 

By Mel Guille 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 (multiple sessions) 
With elegantly simple gameplay, Ticket to Ride can be learned in 3 minutes, while providing players with intense strategic and tactical decisions 
every turn. Players collect cards of various types of train cars they then use to claim railway routes in North America. The longer the routes, the 
more points they earn. Additional points come to those who fulfill Destination Tickets – goal cards that connect distant cities; and to the player who 
builds the longest continuous route. 

10 09:00 AM BG 
VCON 1 
VCON 2 

DEMO - VCON presents: 
 Dominion 

By Rick Arino & Cam Brenner and VCon 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 (multiple sessions as time permits) 
 Dominion is the card game of choice for emperors and bandits alike. The simple goal of building the best kingdom becomes trickier as you have to 
choose what you spend your resources on. No two games play the same!  

10 09:00 AM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 
M3 Gamers presents:  

Nuns on the Run 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 8 
he novices are on the loose! Temptation has lured them out of their cells, and they hope not to be caught by the abbess and the prioress. But the 
guards are swift and their hearing is excellent, so it will take craftiness and a bit of luck in order to make it back to their beds without being caught!  

10 09:00 AM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 
M3 Gamers presents:  

Red Dragon Inn 

By M3 Gamers 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 
You've raided the dungeon, killed the monsters, and taken their treasure. Now, it’s time to party! The last person sober enough to remain conscious 
and shrewd enough to hold onto their gold wins. 

10 09:00 AM BG BG01 

The Core Gamers: 
Battlestar Galactica 

Tournament 
- Final 

By Credence Holmes 
Maximum number of participants: 10 
This is a Battlestar Galactica (BSG) game. The winner is decided by a point system. Humans get points for: winning the game, resources still blue, 
number of jumps, number of vipers, raptors, civvies alive, and not being sent to the brig or sickbay during the game. Cylons get points for: winning 
the game, resources red, distance traveled, less distance=more points, number of vipers, raptors, civvies destroyed, revealing outside the brig, 
playing Super Crisis. Vote - biggest impact on game. If the Humans win, players can only vote human and vice-versa. Vote - most fun in game 
(roleplay, amazing dice throws, playing the ´blamegame´ well, etc) 

10 09:00 AM EG 12 
PC - Premium League of 

Legends Tournament (5vs5)  
Round 2 – Bracket Play 

By GottaCon and LANcouver 
Sponsored by: Logitech 
Time: 9:00am to 2:00pm   
NOTE: Some bracket matches may begin on Saturday if time allows and if the seed matches from two pools are known. 
Price: You must qualify to play in this tournament. 
Prizes: 1st place: Five identical prizes bundles containing a G710+ & G400 mouse. 2nd place: Five identical prizes bundles containing a G35 
headset. 3rd Place: Five identical prizes bundles containing a G400 mouse. Please note we are still waiting to hear back from Riot around skin 
bundles. 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#lol 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

10 09:00 AM EG 17 
Xbox 360 - The Four Game 

Gauntlet 

By Canadian Joystick and CrossXover 
Maximum number of participants: 16 (multiple sessions) 
Think you got what it take to be the ultimate puzzle gamer? Prove it in CrossXovers’ 4 round elimination gauntlet! Out-think, out- wit and out-play 
your opponents in Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo HD Remix, Wario’s Woods, Puyo Puyo and if you manage be among the last 2 standing prepare 
yourself for a special mystery game. There is a 16 player cap, single elimination rounds, all games are best of three to five rounds. Multiple 
tournaments will be run over the day. 

10 10:00 AM EG 13 
PS3 – Super Rub-a-Dub 

Event 

By GottaCon and IRL Events. 
Time: 10:00am to 4:00pm 
Maximum number of participants: Unlimited 
Tournament Style: Time Trial 
The tournament will consist of 3 stages, to be kept secret until the start of the tournament. Each contestant will play through each of the 3 stages, all 
times will be combined for their final time count. The contestant with the shortest final time count wins. Players may re-play levels for better times if 
the station is available, with priority going to new contestants. Winner to be announced at 4:00pm on Sunday. 

10 10:00 AM EG 13 

Xbox 360 - Premium Call of 
Duty Modern Warfare Black 

Ops 2  
Free for All Tournament 

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Sponsored by: Astro Gaming and GUNNAR Optiks 
Price: Requires video game add-on 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
Prizes: The first place player will receive a prize package from Astro Gaming and GUNNAR Optiks valued at over $300. The second place player will 
receive a prize package from Astro Gaming and GUNNAR Optiks valued at over $150. The third place player will receive a prize package from Astro 
Gaming valued at over $100. 
 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#mw3ffa 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 
 
Due to the game rating of “M” for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is required to get parental permission to compete. 

10 11:00 AM EG 12 PC - Team Fortress 2 

By GottaCon and BC Gamer 
Sponsor: Roccat 
Prizes: Sponsored by ROCCAT and Valve with over $800 in prizes! 
Genre: First Person Shooter Official Website: http://www.teamfortress.com/ Steam Store Page: http://store.steampowered.com/app/440/ 
Valve’s free team-based cartoon shooter is incredibly popular for a reason... if you haven’t given it a chance yet, the time is now! Everyone will be 
encouraged to join our dedicated server and fight along side your fellow red or blue LAN-goers. A competition may follow based on participation. 

10 12:00 PM EG 13 
Wii – Super Smash Bros. 

Brawl Tournament 

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Entry Fee: $5.00 
Maximum number of participants: 32 
Prizes: All entry fees will be given out between 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1101 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

10 09:30 AM Minis M03 
Warmachine/Hordes Two 
Day Steamroller GottaCon 

Championship - Day 2 

By GottaCon. 
Sponsor: Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards & Games 
Price: $50 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments) 
Maximum number of participants: 44 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army. 
Day one will see three rounds of play and day two will see the final three rounds of play. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller 
tournament format. 

10 10:00 AM Minis M03 

Malifaux - Masters of 
Malifaux, Gaining Grounds 

Tournament 

By GottaCon 
Sponsored by: Wyrd Miniatures 
Price: Included in Malifaux Ticket Package 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
Rules Packet: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/masterofmalifauxgottacon2013web.pdf 
GottaCon and Wyrd Miniatures are proud to present an exciting Lineup of Malifaux Tournaments throughout the weekend. Prizes will be awarded 
individually in each Tournament, and the Player with the most combined Tournament Points for the weekend will earn the title of GottaCon 2013 
Malifaux Champion! Purchase of a GottaCon Malifaux ticket package secures a place in each Malifaux Tournament and is required for pre-
registration and entry in the “First into the Breach”, “One Way Ticket”, and “Masters of Malifaux” Events, as well space is l imited to 16 players for the 

three mentioned events. 
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10 10:00 AM Minis M01 
Warhammer 40K Two Day 
GottaCon Championship 

Tournament - Day 2 

By GottaCon. 
Price: $50 (includes full weekend entry) 
Maximum number of participants: 64 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best 
general.  
 
For complete details on this event please go here:  http://www.gottacon.com/components/2013warhammerrules.pdf 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

10 10:00 AM Minis M02 
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day 

GottaCon Championship 
Tournament - Day 2 

By GottaCon. 
Price: $50 (includes full weekend entry) 
Maximum Number of participants: 46 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best 
general.  
 
For complete details on this event please go here:  http://www.gottacon.com/components/2013warhammerrules.pdf 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

10 9:00 AM Minis M04 
DEMO - Firestorm Armada 

Minis 

By Geoff Conn 
Maximum number of participants: 6 (multiple sessions) 
Take command of powerful starships and wage war in deep space with a Firestorm Armada!  We will be using alternate miniatures combined 
with the easy to get into FA rules.  Beginners welcome. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R05 
DnD 4th ed. Gamma World  
– Steading of the Iron King 

By Daniel Oberreiter 
Number of participants: 3 to 5 
 
It started about a month ago. A robot rolled down from the foothills to the village edge. The Ancient device blinked and buzzed then blew up. 
The same thing happened the next day, and the next, and almost everyday since. However, on at least four occasions, a robot succeeded in 
reaching the village periphery, buzzed, blinked and then fired a rocket at the wall (without much effect) before it died out. What the heck is going 
on in the foot hills??? Players have a chance at the quick and fun character creation of Gamma World before the game starts. See how far you 
can get before you're zapped, blasted, beaten, or mutated into a gibbering mess! 

10 09:00 AM RPG R03 
Marvel Heroic Roleplaying  

– Heroes Again 

By Dwayne Morash 
Maximum number of participants: 5 
The Avengers have vanished and New York needs them! A small group of heroes have banded together in their absence and discover a plot 
that threatens the safety of the "Big Apple" itself. Does this motley crew have what it takes to fill the shoes of Earth's mightiest heroes and if not, 
will the Avengers re surface in time to save the city? Jump into the shoes of popular superheroes in a session of Marvel Heroic RPG! 

10 09:00 AM RPG R02 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: In 
Wrath's Shadow 

Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3 to 7, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
In the ruins of Xin-Bakrakhan—seat of power of the Runelord of Wrath—the Pathfinder Society stands on the verge of a great discovery, but 
first the brave agents exploring the ruins must survive ages-old dangers and contemporary threats to return with the knowledge and wealth 
they’ve unearthed. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R01 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: Rise of 
the Goblin Guild 

By David Van Ommen 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
When a monster is discovered on the grounds of the Pathfinder Lodge at Heidmarch Manor in Magnimar, an investigation into its appearance 
leads the PCs deep under the City of Monuments - and face to face with a burgeoning thieves’ guild. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R07 
Savage Worlds  

– DSE-13 

By Duncan MacRae 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
An interstellar vessel, The Deep Space Explorer-13, is on a mission to study an unknown star system for potential colonization.  The crew is 
awoken from cryosleep earlier than expected due to malfunctions aboard the ship.  The ship is the only thing keeping them alive, and if they 
can't get it running again then it becomes their tomb.  Let's hope nothing else goes wrong. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R08 
Savage Worlds  

– Froth Barrel: Episode 2: 
Flight for Freedom! 

By Takeda Anderson of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 1 to 6 
You and your men have just escaped with many losses from a prisoner-of-war camp. You have scavenged some weapons and supplies but if 
you are found out you will be killed. It had become obvious that if you had remained there that your men would have starved to death or worse. 
The escape was daring and many lives were lost. You are many weeks of travel from the border but it is your only option. It appears that you 
can try disguise, guile or camouflage but you must do anything you can to find your way home. Odds are that your cadre are being 
pursued...you are the hunted. It is likely that you will meet your death but the how and when are in your hands. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R09 

Savage Worlds  
– Savage Worlds for 

Beginners:  The Tomb of 
Terrors 

By Bayden Woodland 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
Savage Worlds is an easy to use, pulpy, story driven game system playable with any setting. This adventure is a short dungeon crawl style 
fantasy adventure for early level adventurers. Newcomers welcome! 

10 09:00 AM RPG R11 

Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay  
2nd Edition 

– Green Ronin: Freeport 
WFRP Style 

By Chris Pramas of Green Ronin 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Green Ronin's Freeport has been one of the signature cities of modern roleplaying since 2000. In this scenario, Freeport and WFRP2 designer 
Chris Pramas mashes two of his creations together for madness, mayhem, and chaos in the City of Adventure. Small but vicious dogs 
encouraged but not required. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R06 

Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay 
3rd Edition  

– A Day Late and a Shilling 
Short 

By Bryan Skinner 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 
A Day late and a Shilling Short is a Demo Scenario for Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay 3rd Edition. Something is definitely wrong. Vaerun the 
High Elf Envoy is expecting an important package that was supposed to arrive on the last coach. Birgitta the Roadwarden’s partner Rutger was 
escorting the package. The coach, the package, and Rutger are all a day late. Worried about what may have happened, Birgitta and Vaerun 
head off to investigate. Kurgi Balginson the Dwarf Troll Slayer joins them, eager to pay back his honour debt to Birgitta – or die trying. 

10 09:00 AM RPG R10 
Zombie Squad RPG  

– Sweet Meats 

By Todd Glawson 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Each player will have 2 characters: one male and one female. The object of the game is to get out of the city and to the safety of the open 
country.  Every couple for themselves OR you could work together as a larger group to get through the chaos and survive.  Along the way you 
will find weapons to combat the Zombies. But surely at the sacrifice of a character or two. 

10 09:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering - 
Massive Mini Master Event 

This event is continued from Sunday at 9:00am(slot 5). 
Please see slot 5 for description. 

10 10:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
– GottaCon Modern 

Tournament 

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Price: $10 
Prizes: Based on attendance 
Each participant must bring their own minimum 60 card deck built using the current Modern rules and restrictions. 

10 10:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

World of Warcraft  
- Beginners Sealed Events 

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games 
Price: $10 + HST 
Each player receives one random 2011 class deck and then one War of the Elements booster after each round. With 10 players, two rounds of 
30 minute rounds are played. 

10 10:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit WOW 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

World of Warcraft TCG  
Spectral “Kitten” Safari 

By GottaCon Conventions, Skyhaven Games and Cryptozoic Entertainment 
Registration is at 10:00am and the event starts at 11:00am. 
Price: This event is free if you purchase the World of Warcraft TCG Pass. Otherwise the Price is $20+HST. 
Prizes: First to fourth place will receive additional prizes and additional prizes may be awarded based on attendance. At the end of the 
tournament, one lucky participant chosen at random will win a Spectral Kitten Loot card. 
 
The format is Class Deck Starters with 30 min rounds, number of rounds based on attendance. You don’t need to own any cards to participate; 
you just need knowledge of how to play. Participants will receive one Block 4 Starter deck (yes this is what was sent to us). 
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10 11:00 AM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering – 
GottaCon Victoria vs. 

Vancouver Grudge Match 

By GottaCon Team and Yellowjacket. 
Formats to be played: Standard Constructed, Draft, Cube Draft 
For full details please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1324#mtgvvv 

10 12:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
– GottaCon Commander 

Tournament 

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket. 
Format: Multiplayer free-for-all 
Price: $10 Prizes: Based on attendance 
Please go here for details on how this event works and current ban lists: http://www.wizards.com/magic/tcg/resources.aspx?x=magic/
rules/100cardsingleton-commander 

10 10:00 AM WS/P 
Panel 
Room 

GM Roundtable – Enhanced 
Story Telling 

Time: 10:00am to 12:00pm 
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Douglas Lloyd, Eric Seaton, Steve Saunders 
 
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

10 12:00 PM WS/P 
Panel 
Room 

Project London Screening 

Time: 12:00pm  to 2:00pm 
Panelists: Project London 
 
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

11 09:30 AM BG 
BG02 

to 
BG08 

The Great Canadian Board 
Game Blitz Qualifier 

This event is continued from Sunday at 9:30am(slot 10). 
Please see slot 10 for description. 

11 02:00 PM BG BG10 Bodger Games 

By Nathan Bosa 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions as time permits) 
Looking for some wacky entertainment with a little dose of destruction? Every Bodgers game brings home fun for the whole family as you dive 
into the maniacal and mechanical mayhem of the always zany and sometimes dangerous goblin Bodgers. Come try out Three exciting Bodger 
Games by Privateer Press: ‘Infernal Contraption’, ‘Scrappers’, and ‘Heap’. No experience necessary 

11 02:00 PM BG BG09 DEMO - 7 Wonders 

By Duncan Hauser 
Number of participants: 2 to 7 (multiple sessions) 
Come build your wonder and make your civilization one that will never be forgotten. 7 Wonders lasts three ages. In each age, players receive 
seven cards from a particular deck, choose one of those cards, then pass the remainder to an adjacent player. The game ends at the end of 
the third age. It sounds simple, but there are many ways to win! 

11 02:00 PM BG 
VCON 1 
VCON 2 

DEMO - VCON presents:  
10 Days in...  

By Rick Arino of VCon 
Number of participants: 2+ 
Do you like to travel around the world? Of course you do! But this is a little different. Rather than play one of the ‘10 Days in…’ game, we’re 
combining them! Yes… it’s 10 Days in the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia. Tiles are arranged on a player's tray, then a new tile is drawn. It 
can be used to replace a tile on one of the "days." Then that tile or the drawn tile is discarded face-up to one of three discard piles. Tiles may 
not be rearranged, only replaced. But in this version you’ll have numerous tiles from various boards to choose from. All the standard travel 
rules apply… but now there are more options. You still must complete your journey correctly, connecting by foot, air, automob ile, rail and sea! 
Whoever is the first to connect all 10 days wins the game. This event will be run on both tables. 

11 02:00 PM BG BG01 German Games Afternoon 

By Michael Poplawski  
Maximum of participants: 6 
Michael Poplawski presents German Games Afternoon at GottaCon! Come demo several Spiel des Jahres winners and nominees, including 
Zug um Zug Märklin, Auf Achse, Die Speicherstadt, Bezzerwizzer, Funkenschlag, Thurn und Taxis and more! Michael also provides a free 
service for importing games from Germany. German Games Night takes place regularly throughout the year. Play great games and have fun 
learning about Germany, the German language, and German games. 

11 02:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 1 

Open Gaming With M3 
Gamers 
- table 1 

By M3 Gamers 
Maximum number of participants: 6 (multiple sessions) 
Come get a few last games in with us. We'll be playing a variety of games are willing to take on all comers.  

11 02:00 PM BG 
M3 

Gamers 2 

Open Gaming With M3 
Gamers 
- table 2 

By M3 Gamers 
Maximum number of participants: 6 (multiple sessions) 
Come get a few last games in with us. We'll be playing a variety of games are willing to take on all comers.  

2 02:00 PM BG BG12 DEMO - Spirit Tag 

By Joelique Spirit Feather 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions) 
Come experience a locally created game, where you play as a faerie tale champion, armed with special powers. Your goal, to outlast the other 
players in a free for all game of Spirit Tag! This event is a playable demo of Spirit Tag. Anyone can play and we promise a lot of fun. 

11 02:00 PM BG BG11 
The Core Gamers: Through 

the Ages: A Story of 
Civilization Tournament - Final 

By Credence Holmes 
Number of participants:  4 to 8 
Welcome to our Through the Ages Final, where the top players of our previous round get to compete for a great prize! The winner is chosen 
through a points system based on: number of wins, a vote on biggest impact on game (Best card choice, best military action, etc.), and a vote 
for most fun player in game (Roleplay, card choices, etc.) Most games are 3 players; some may be 2 or 4 player. 
There'll be some adaptations to the rules: 1) Each player starts with 1 defense card 2) A notification card is placed in the deck 8-16 cards from 
the end of the age based upon the number of players playing. 3) Some cards have adjustments found at http://thecoregamers.yolasite.com/
games.php  

11 02:00 PM EG 12 
PC – Premium StarCraft II 

Tournament -  
Round 2 – Bracket Play 

By GottaCon and LANcouver 
Sponsored by: Antec and Kingston HyperX 
Price: You must qualify to play in this tournament. 
Prizes: The first place player will receive a prize package from Antec and Kingston HyperX. The second place player will receive a prize 
package from Antec and Kingston HyperX. The third place player will receive a prize package from Antec and Kingston HyperX. 
Maximum number of participants: 8 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#sc2 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 

11 02:00 PM EG 13 
Xbox 360 - Premium Call of 
Duty Modern Warfare Black 

Ops 2 (2vs2) 

By GottaCon and IRL Events 
Sponsored by: Astro Gaming and GUNNAR Optiks 
Team Size: 2 Players 
Price: Requires video game add-on 
Maximum number of teams: 16 
Prizes: The first place team will receive a prize package from Astro Gaming and GUNNAR Optiks valued at over $600. The second place 
team will receive a prize package from Astro Gaming and GUNNAR Optiks valued at over $300. The third place team will receive a prize 
package from Astro Gaming valued at over $200. 
 
For complete details on this event please visit our website: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=1331#mw322 
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event. 
 
Due to the game rating of “M” for Mature anyone under the age of 17 is required to get parental permission to compete.  

11 09:30 AM Minis M03 
Warmachine/Hordes Two Day 

Steamroller GottaCon 
Championship - Day 2 

This event is continued from  at Sunday at 9:30am(slot 10). 
Please see slot 10 for description. 

11 10:00 AM Minis M01 
Warhammer 40K Two Day 
GottaCon Championship 

Tournament - Day 2 

This event is continued from  at Sunday at 10:00am(slot 10). 
Please see slot 10 for description. 

11 10:00 AM Minis M02 
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day 

GottaCon Championship 
Tournament - Day 2 

This event is continued from  at Sunday at 10:00am(slot 10). 
Please see slot 10 for description. 

11 02:00 PM Minis M04 DEMO - Infinity 

Number of participants: As seating allows 
 
One hundred and seventy-five years into the future Humanity has managed to survive despite itself, but for how much longer? Infinity is a 
game with 28mm high metal miniatures that simulates combat and special operations in a science fiction environment with Manga aesthetics. 
No experience is necessary. Miniatures will be provided. 

Sunday Continued 
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Thank you and please join us next 
year for our 2014 show which will 
be held on February 7th to 9th 2014 

Slot Start Time Type Table/Area EVENT Booklet Description 

11 02:00 PM RPG R05 
Desolation  

– Strange Skies 

By Jonathan Yeo 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
The Great Western Caravan is returning from the Warlands, an extended trade route that occurs every three years. It is heading towards 
Penroe, a frontier town that seem much bigger and sturdier than it should be. It is said that Penroe was built upon an ancient ruins although no 
one knows whose ruins they were. The secret is soon to be discovered; as is the cataclysm...Pre-generated characters provided. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R11 
Mistborn Adventure Game 
– Crafty Games: Dance of 

Deceit 

By Ryan Downing 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
In the world of Mistborn, wars are waged in the halls of noble estates as they are the fields of battle. Assigned the unenviable task of keeping 
the peace at the Ackroyal ball, you soon find yourselves embroiled in a war of intrigue, deception, and conspiracy that tugs on the very 
foundations of society. Tread carefully, for in the Final Empire, the ballroom can be the most dangerous battlefield of all! Come learn how to 
play the Mistborn Adventure Game, set in the world of Brandon Sanderson’s best-selling Mistborn novels, in this demo. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R08 
Mutant Future  

– Froth Barrel: The Eastern 
Block Cowboy Rides Again 

By Pat “Lord Blackthorne” Klassen of The Froth Barrel Sodality 
Number of participants: 2 to 6 
Welcome to the future. Humans as a race no longer exist and the unified races of earth are still recovering technologically from the 2nd war 
against the cybernetic collective. You find yourself in a small frontier town that has a giant black scorpion as a mayor and who is looking for 
help liberating the town from the clutches of a gang of resource looters. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R01 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: Severing 
Ties 

By Todd Conrod 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
The Pathfinder Society has discovered a new Aspis Consortium base in the pirate city of Riddleport and sends a small team of agents to 
infiltrate the rival cell disguised as newly hired mercenaries from Magnimar. After proving their value to the Aspis Consortium by carrying out a 
number of tasks throughout the City of Cyphers, the Pathfinders can learn the location of one of the consortium's local allies and ensure that 
the support the Aspis Consortium is counting on from their friends won't come. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R02 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Disappeared 

By Mike Dowd 
Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1 to 5. 
A powerful ally of the Pathfinder Society has disappeared, and no one but the Pathfinders even remembers that she ever existed. Can the 
PCs discover the fate of their missing associate, or will all memory of her be erased completely from history? 

11 02:00 PM RPG R03 
Pathfinder RPG  

– Pathfinder Society: The 
Sanos Abduction 

Number of participants: 4 to 6 
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3 to 7, you must have a  character ready to go or you will be provided with a pre-gen 
The Pathfinders are sent to the Sanos Forest in central Varisia to assist an agent researching the fey who inhabit the remote wood. But like 
many seemingly routine tasks in a Pathfinder's adventuring career, the simple support mission quickly turns into an adventure the PCs aren't 
soon to forget—presuming they survive. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R09 
Rolemaster Classic 

– Relic Seeker 

By Wendy Maiuro 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
Indiana Jones has nothing on you!  Whips, dirty leather hats and 5 day growth beard.  Lara Croft is too busy fighting her machines and crying 
about her daddy. However you and your team are after a prize that Indy and Lara would never dare to steal.  They would hesitate to even 
think about it.  Tis TREASURE me matey's and ancient treasure at that!  Off the coast of China the treasure of Gan Ning lies, waiting for brave 
adventurers to find it! In the true spirit of treasure hunting, Indiana Jones, and Lara Croft comes Relic Seeker.  Pre Gen characters provided.  
No experience with Rolemaster needed. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R07 
Savage Worlds  

– Outlaws in Suicide Bluff 

By Duncan MacRae 
Number of participants: 2 to 5 
A town in the old west is being threatened by a group of outlaws. The sheriff assembles a posse to deal out some old west justice! 

11 02:00 PM RPG R04 
Savage Worlds 

– Chickens in the Mist 

By Jeff Wilke 
Number of participants: 3 to 6 
The O'Conner brothers own and operate a small chicken farm in the hinterlands of Golan County, Texas. Unbeknownst to most citizens, the 
brothers also run an illegal cockfighting operation on the side. Unfortunately, the high-class attendees of these illegal matches have become 
somewhat jaded towards the normal brand of bloodsport, which has caused the brothers to seek out more exotic match-ups. In this case, the 
matches have progressed to fighting giant, carnivorous, mutant chickens in a great bloodletting of claws, beaks, and feathers. 

11 02:00 PM RPG R06 
Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay 

3rd Edition 
– Cheap Tickets 

By Bryan Skinner 
Number of participants: 2 to 4 
Cheap Tickets is a Demo Scenario for Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay 3rd Edition by Andy Jones. 
Remember all those scenarios that used to start in the local tavern, and forced you to endure an obviously constructed encounter to get the 
adventure started? Well, this scenario bypasses all of that; yes, the characters were in the local tavern quaffing ale, but they became so drunk 
they can’t remember the back story to save their lives, and to be honest they are having trouble remembering their names, as well as the 
amount of alcohol they consumed. It is where they have woken up that will have them concerned! 

11 02:00 PM RPG R10 
Zombie Squad RPG  

– Sweet Meats 

By Todd Glawson 
Maximum number of participants: 6 
Each player will have 2 characters: one male and one female. The object of the game is to get out of the city and to the safety of the open 
country.  Every couple for themselves OR you could work together as a larger group to get through the chaos and survive.  Along the way you 
will find weapons to combat the Zombies. But surely at the sacrifice of a character or two. 

11 01:00 PM 
Special 
Event 

19 
Society for Creative  

Anachronism Demonstration 

Time: 1:00pm to 2:00pm 

11 02:00 PM TCG 

Please 
Visit MTG 
TO Centre 

Area 6 

Magic: The Gathering  
- GottaCon MTG Open (2013)  

Part 3 (Finals) Draft 

Day: Sunday 
Start Time: 2:00pm 
Price: You must qualify to play in this non-sanctioned tournament. 
Maximum number of participants: 16 
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded based on attendance. 
 
Welcome to the GottaCon MTG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers and one final) in which 
participants face off for hundreds of dollars in prizes. Qualifier finish order will be determined by the formats detailed below. In each format 
there is a prize pool to be won. 
 
In Part three (the finals), the top 16 from the previous two qualifiers duke it out in a single elimination Drafts. The finalists will be divided into 
two pods of eight (8) and each finalist will be provided with three (3) boosters of Gatecrash to draft a deck consisting of no less than 40 cards. 
The tournament will be single elimination best of 3 games with no time limits. The top player from each pod will face off in the finals in a best 
of three (or five if time allows) standard constructed event. You must qualify to play in this non-sanctioned tournament. 

11 02:30 PM WS/P 
Panel 
Room 

“Unusual” Fandom's: Bronies 

Time: 2:30pm to 4:30pm 
Panelists: Nicole Matthews, Tessa Burger, Alison Schuss, Philip Armor, Ken Atkinson 
 
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program. 

Sunday Continued 
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Slot 2: 

My Events 

Plan out your weekend below! 

Slot 3: 

Slot 4: 

Slot 5: 

Slot 6: 

Slot 7: 

Slot 8: 

Slot 9: 

Slot 10: 

Slot 11: 

Stop by Il Greco during 
GottaCon 2013 and present 
your 2013 program to get 
10% off your meal!  (alcohol excluded) 
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Welcome to the Gamer Zodiac!  Some have said being born under a particular moon or year has great sway in 

one's life, but here at GottaCon, archaeologists have discovered 12 new symbols which you may be under.  When 
reading the cryptic runes below you may feel compelled to believe that you were predestined to be under a certain 
sign.  This may indeed be true.  Others may feel that they have a destiny to create and feel the rush of passion when 
finding their gaming pursuits. And yet others may be in a state of limbo between signs; wanting one but still 
entranced with another, never exactly certain of where to invest their interests. Welcome to the Gamer Zodiac, what’s 
your sign? What forecasts your future this weekend?  Will it be victory?  Fame?  A chance at love?  Discover all that 
and more in the Gamer Horoscope below.  Be warned, for how you define yourself is only the start of things to come.  

GottaCon 2013 The Gamer Zodiac 
By Eugene Dere 

The Adventurer - Love is in the air and this weekend it will reach out to you!  Cultivating into an 

exciting weeknight, your love shall first feel like a stalking shadow in the corner recesses of the mind.   
Do not be afraid, it is a time of excitement and passion.  It will slowly build into a grand finale that will 
be struck on Sunday afternoon around 3pm.  

The Storyteller - Your ability to word-craft and think on your feet will be challenged at their utmost 

this weekend.  You will have many opportunities this weekend and only a person of your ability will be 
able to seize it.  Be forewarned, for your weekend ahead will have your toughest critics, new players! 
Do not be dismayed for this will turn into a newfound recognition from your peers and your journey to 
complete dominance of the gaming world will be one step closer to fruition.  

The Guru - As a master of all things gaming, there will be many options ahead for you this weekend.  

Choose carefully, for it will be the difference between forehead sweating cut throat competition or 
casual easy-peasy moments where you spend an hour just trying to think up a clever joke. The time 
used on this will not be one of waste however, the light of enlightenment will shine down upon you and 
you will find a new understanding in old things.  It’s like the first time you learned that putting Juice in 
an ice cube trays make a great frozen snack.  
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The Strategist - Did you remember to pack every board game you wanted to play this weekend?  

Did you leave room for shopping?  Now comes the challenge, will you have enough room for both once 
the weekend is done? All that packing will pay off as this weekend will be start of a fantastic journey 
that goes through magical wardrobes, flying cars and exploring the depths of the deepest dungeons.  
Perhaps it is just an exploration of the mind or perhaps you shouldn’t have bought that bag of 
pharmaceuticals, it is your decision.  No matter how you enjoy life, always enjoy the ride. 

The Voyeur - Games are fascinating and watching people make choices is even more so.  

However, did you know you are being watched?  You are being stalked, even now, by someone here 
and they are slowly creeping closer. Time to confront this mysterious mummy from Mumford (not a real 
place)!  At 3pm on Sunday, you should stand up and not take it anymore!  It is often customary to bring 
a small gift (chocolate, flowers, an old discarded wrapper) when approaching with the phrase, “Hey, I 
saw you staring.” Be prepared to renew old friendships this weekend as your fear of introductions will 
give you a chance to reacquaint yourself again.  

The Hobbyist - Hug a wooden dummy.  Once you prop it up and have it raised in the air, if it is 

aflame in a burning effigy, this is a true sign. Whoops, made a mistake on this one, cross reference this 
with “13 signs you are on fire”. Your weekend ahead will be hot hot hot, not just because of being on 
fire but also because you will be introduced to a new hot flame.  Expect things to heat up as that warm 
glance from across the room turns into searing steamy gameplay.  Yes, we’ve just coined a new 
phrase when we say “going to paint each other’s mini’s”.  

The General - It is you and you alone that stands on the hilltop, watching those below run 

frantically about in their seemingly random pursuits.  You are the master of your army, and you are its 
keeper.  This weekend you shall have your curiosity tested and it will be your decision to decide to 
tempt fate.  With these new powers will be a new level of authority to go with it, so be wise with your 
minions.  Remember to eat a balanced meal and you should remain regular all weekend. 



GottaCon 2013 The Gamer Zodiac 
Continued 

The Mercenary - You shall encounter prosperity!  It might not be overwhelming bundles of wealth 

but expect to take home something more than you had expected.  Share your bounty and be 
appreciated by all.  As prosperity comes in all forms, it might not be hard dollars coming your way but it 
can be something you may revel in later.  
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The LANlord - After you boot up your system this weekend, you find yourself plagued with friends 

requesting your time.  Have patience and remember that a wireless earpiece for your phone will save 
your hands to for other deeds. You will find that you will take new joy in simple pleasures. The cola will 
taste twice as sweet, surveying the room will be twice as interesting and you will have twice the 
chewing power with doublemint gum.   Remember to take time to smell the roses this weekend as it will 
go by quickly.  

The Hoarder - Great caution Hoarder, this weekend will be one that starts with Aquarius moon 

rising and will conclude with bank account total lowering.  It is both a moment to rejoice and regret 
combined into one.  You have the greatest power, for it is within you to decide how far you will travel in 
your pursuits. You will also be reunited with a long lost item this weekend.  The bearer might be a store 
owner or a fellow gamer making a trade, just remember to be respectful and fair in your hoarding and 
all will be well.  

The Explorer - The taste for exploration shall bring you across many experiences, adventures, 

dusty old tomes and have you fumbling through aisles of forgotten lore.  Will you be adding a taste of 
danger or will it be to add a sense of fantasy? In the treasure trove of dusty forgotten shelves, you will 
find a magical chest granting you magical powers of lore.  Remember that with great power comes 
great responsibility, so use your powers for good this weekend.  PS. You also find spiders.  

The Slinger - Your need to win will be satisfied this weekend!  From giant table slamming victories 

to little edge successes. Winning will come in many other ways as well such as skills developed, 
synergies discovered and lessons learned that might not look like victories at all.  This is your victory 
weekend, enjoy the gold!  
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Are Gamers Ready to Lose Their Discs & Adapt Digital Distribution?  

By Jan Hutchings 

Over the last few years, digital content distribution and 

cloud-gaming have become quite commonplace within 
the game industry as well as with gamers. Services like 
Steam, Onlive, Direct2Drive, XBox Live Marketplace, 
PlayStation Network, Origin, and most importantly the 
iOS App Store have found their audiences within the 
masses. Does this signal the end of the physical game 
disc? If so, are consumers ready to switch over to all 
digital distribution for their games? 
 

As a hardcore gamer and a disc-collector myself, I am 
both excited and fearful for the day when the physical 
media dies off in order to make way for all-digital copies. 
I'm excited to play my games on all of my digital content 
players, whether it is on the TV, on the PC, on my tablet, 
and even on my phone. I'm excited to be able to play the 
game at midnight on launch day without having to line up 
next to folks who may or may not mug/stab me for my 
money and my new game disc. Oh and I wouldn't have to 
deal with space-eating disc cases, special edition boxes 
(that aren't that special since the publishers printed about 
a million copies of it for less than what it actually sells for.) 
 

But at the same time, I'm not quite sure that people are 
ready to give up disc-based gaming. There’s something 
about going to the store and purchasing that physical 
media (disc) that gives us a sense of ownership. Also, as 
long as companies like Gamestop, Future Shop, and 
others offer game trade-in services for older titles, it'll be a 
while before the physical copy dies off. Think about it, if 
you're a college/university student with a limited budget 
for games, would you purchase a digital copy of a game 
over a physical copy - one that you can easily trade in for 
credits towards other games at a later date? 
 

Then there's the issue of data storage. While storage isn't 
much of a problem for PC gamers (since it’s much 
cheaper and easier to purchase Terabyte-sized HDD's 
these days), console gamers are still quite limited by the 
storage space allotted to them by their console 
manufacturer. Sure they can upgrade, but how costly 
would it be to upgrade to a larger hard-drive over just 
buying the $59.99 disc-based game? 
 

Also, what of the issue regarding monthly internet 
download caps? Depending on the province, gamers' 
game-downloading/streaming activities may be limited by 
their ISP's speed, bandwidth, and monthly internet 
download caps. Can you just imagine how much your 
internet bill will be after purchasing and downloading a 
few NextBox and PS4 copies digitally? 
 
Interestingly, customer-planned spending on digital 
downloads is on the increase. On a recent survey by 

digital commerce company Elastic Path, out of 505 US 
adults questioned 73% planned to spend more money on 
downloads in 2011 as compared to 2010. As well, they've 
found that most consumers want to try the games before 
they buy. That’s why you’ll see Sony’s PS Plus includes a 
wealth of one hour full game trials. You’ll also see this 
with Microsoft’s XBLA game trials. 
 

So what do industry executives think of going all-digital? 
Shuhei Yoshida, the President of Sony Computer 
Entertainment Worldwide Studios discussed Sony’s 
stance on the digital distribution trend in an interview. He 
believed that the consumer base is divided between 
those who are ready for the change to all-digital and the 
ones that aren't.  
 

Remember, Sony tried delivering an all-digital download 
game platform with the PSP GO. The idea was quite 
sound, no need for discs, no need to line up and buy 
physical copies, and no need for pesky SD cards. Yet the 
system didn't sell like hotcakes. Consumers still wanted to 
have their physical discs over digital copies. 
 

“We believe the time is still not right to go download-only 
as a platform. Some PS Vita titles, like Uncharted: Golden 
Abyss, will be close to 4GB in size, which could be too 
large to download for consumers who do not have a fast 
broadband connection. Also, some consumers like 
shopping in retail stores, talking to knowledgeable store 
clerks, buying and playing games on the spot. We do not 
want to remove that capability from consumers.” - Shuhei 
Yoshida 
 

In the end, while many companies like Steam, 
Direct2Drive, and Origin have made their service digital 
delivery friendly and future-proof, it looks like - for the 
time being - there will still be a place for the physical 
discs. Consumers the world over face many issues that 
limits their ability to go all-digital (storage, ISP monthly 
cap, disc trade-in services etc.) that will take some time to 
be resolved. 
 

Console manufacturers have recognized this and are 
currently not pushing the trend on their customers; 
instead, they are offering digital distribution as an 
alternative way for gamers to purchase their games. 
 

However, that also doesn't mean that the next generation 
of game consoles will be reliant on disc-based games. 
Who knows, maybe the PS4 or even the NextBox will 
eschew discs for the immediacy of game streams and/or 
downloads.  
 

Do you think consumers and the game industry are ready 
to go all-digital? 
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What made you decide to use the Eastern Europe front 

for this version and how much continuity is there from the 
last game in the series? 
When it came to do Company of Heroes 2, there were two 
things on our mind. First, we couldn't leave the biggest part of 
the largest conflict in human history alone, and secondly we 
wanted to support our fans with a new game in a new location 
where we could use our brand new Essence Engine to provide 
all kinds of cool new tactical features and environmental 
gameplay. 
 

In terms of continuity, there is no connection narratively to the 
original game. The new game is a little darker in tone to help 
deliver on the brutality and ruthlessness of the war on the 
Eastern Front. However, we were really conscious of the fact 
that the gameplay in COH was much-loved, and we wanted to 
recapture that feeling with the sequel. It has the same intensity 
and drama of the first game, but feels fresh and looks amazing.  
 

What are some of the unit types players will use and are 
there mega weapons? 
Spend a few minutes on Wikipedia and chances are you’ll be 
able to predict most of the weapons and units in the game – we 
have a great representation of the arsenals fielded by the 
Soviets and Germans. Our unit choices follow patterns set on 
the original Company of Heroes, so you have basic and elite 
infantry, anti-tank weapons, light vehicles and tanks, and some 
incredibly heavy armor. What we’ve tried to do though is 
enhance the presence of role of armor in the game and make 
the use of tanks feel more tactical. Infantry always played really 
well and they have some new tactical options like vaulting 
cover, and now vehicles have more tactical options too and a 
broader role in the game, plus they look and feel more 
imposing. We try to focus on authenticity and tone in the 
experience of the game, so we don’t have mega-weapons in 
the traditional RTS sense, but we have some incredibly 
powerful weapons that look and feel really cool because of all 
the visual research we’ve done trolling documentaries for 
hundreds of hours of real combat footage. 
 

In games of this type A.I. is often critical for the success of 
a game. What can you tell us about the A.I. in the game and 
how it differs from other games in the genre? 
We put a lot more effort into the AI in Company of Heroes 2. 
We started earlier on the development, and we made sure we 
put a focus on it using the same tactics and tools that the player 
can play with. We want the AI to be challenging, but above all 
we want it to be fun, offer a varied experience so it feels 
different whenever you play, and have it really help deliver the 
tone of the experience. I think it differs from other games in its 
intent – it’s not supposed to humble the player, it’s supposed to 
be a willing partner in the player’s experience, help them learn 
and grow with the game, and give an interesting and exciting 
experience for our long term PVE players. 
 

What forms of multiplayer will be featured? 
We’ll be talking a lot more about multiplayer really soon. Just 
know that it builds on the intense experience our fans love 

from Company of Heroes, but 
adds some focus back on 
tactics. We’re playing it a lot 
and it’s really fun. 
 

Weather has played a part in strategy and battles in the 
first game and in the expansions. What made you decide to 
use the Coldtech system to make weather an even larger 
part of the game experience? 
It’s more a case of building Coldtech to make the Eastern Front 
experience more relatable and to deliver on the tone. The 
Soviets and Germans both spoke of General Winter and he’s 
really a neutral third team in the experience. He’ll make both 
sides suffer if players don’t adapt, but he’s really there to 
illustrate – very graphically – the consequence of choice and 
sacrifice. That’s a theme that the franchise, and this game in 
particular, really explores. 
 

What were some of the biggest challenges in creating the 
game and your greatest triumphs? 
We have a really smart, really creative team, and we’ve 
surmounted almost every challenge we’ve met.  It had been a 
while since we worked on a Company of Heroes game so we 
worked on a new creative vision for the franchise. My challenge 
was trying to instill in every discipline the desire to focus on the 
quality of the experience – and that’s not just gameplay; it’s 
how everything supports gameplay. Its attention to detail, its 
authenticity, its delivering on the brutality and the kinetic 
violence of combat in WW2. I’m super-satisfied with how the 
game looks and feels, and how all the layers have come 
together to create a game that really feels greater than the sum 
of its parts. That attention to detail is a big part of the 
development experience on the franchise and it helps make the 
games feel so unique. 
 

In our hands-on session, we found the gameplay intense, 
challenging and honestly, very stressful. How typical is 
this of the experience you wanted for the players? 
I’d be disappointed if it didn’t cause some of those emotions. I 
firmly believe that intensity comes from engagement with the 
game, so that’s really a great sign. If players aren’t engaged, 
they won’t care about the outcomes, they won’t feel the stress, 
and they won’t play the game for very long. 

Q&A with Quinn Duffy, Game Director of 

Company of Heroes 2  

By Gareth Von Kallenbach 
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Not everything is high rez in the gaming world. Sometimes 

you just have to get back to basics. 
 
When better-known characters such as Mario and Sonic moved 
on to 3D titles, a sizable portion of the gaming audience did not 
move with them. These retro gamers instead focused on a 
dwindling number of new releases that appealed to their tastes. 
Now, the 16-bit stylings of yester-year are back and they’re big. 
 
Retro gaming has made quite the splash in film this year. 
Disney’s winter hit, Wreck-It Ralph has been filling seats with 
gamers of all generations. The film follows a Donkey Kong-like 
bad-guy-who-wants-to-be-a-good-guy who leaves his arcade 
machine in search of a way to fulfill his dreams. Throughout the 
film younger viewers are introduced to gaming legends like 
Q*bert and Tapper alongside better known characters like Pac 
Man and Street Fighter’s Zangief. Wreck-It Ralph manages to 
cram more pop culture gaming references and cameos into an 
hour and 40 minutes than most gaming conventions can over a 
weekend. 
 
With retro gaming on the rise, we’re seeing more developers 
jumping on the nostalgia bandwagon. Old games are coming 
back on new platforms like never before. Sure, you’d see the 
occasional collection or reprint of an older title, usually labeled 
“Best Of” or “Greatest Hits”, but with digital distribution via 
Steam, Xbox Live, the PlayStation Network, and Nintendo’s Wii 
Shop classic games are now available cheaply and easily with 
little distribution cost on behalf of the developers. Now gamers 
who grew up on console classics like Toe-Jam and Earl no 
longer have to trawl EBay or visit skeevy emulation sites, they 
can hop online to pick up their dosage of nostalgia. 
 
Nintendo in particular caught on early to the desire for classic 
games, selling popular titles from the Legend of Zelda, Final 
Fantasy, and Mario franchises over and 
over again on a number of console and 
handheld systems. These well-known 
franchises, Final Fantasy in particular, have 
seen a number of console title spin-offs 
developed with scaled back, retro-style 
graphics for handheld devices. 
 
Whether studios and publishers are simply 
catering to demand or cashing in on old, already-owned titles 
depends on how cynical your outlook may be. However, an 
interesting side effect of the resurrection of these older titles is 
that we’re also seeing more new games created in retro-style. 
 
A good example would be Zeboyd Games best known for 
Breath of Death VII, Cthulhu Saves the World, and most 
recently the 3rd and latest installment of Penny Arcade 
Adventures: On the Rain-Slick Precipice of Darkness. By 
creating their games with the 8 and 16-bit sprite imagery of 
NES and SNES role-playing games Zeboyd was able to tap 
into a niche market that was starving for new content. Their 
success could also be chalked up to clever gameplay and a 

willingness to poke fun at the 
genre. 
 
Indie developers are using 
the rise of retro gaming as a 
way to step away from 
traditional publishers and 
larger studios. Breaking 
away to create new 
independent studios and 
games is a risky business 
e ven  f o r  t h e  m o s t 
experienced developer. 
Luckily, crowd funding sites such as Kickstarter and Indigogo 
have become a way for consumers to support independent 
titles and new studios. 
 
Pier Solar and the Great Architects by Watermelon Corp is one 
such success story. Pier Solar is a homebrew role-playing 
game for the Sega Genesis that started life when a couple of 
guys decided they wanted to create an RPG as an homage to 
the genre. When it finally released in 2006 (far after the decline 
of the Sega Genesis) Pier Solar sold out of the limited runs as 
fast as they were made available. A successful Kickstarter 
campaign has allowed the creators of this title to take Pier Solar 
and update it for a new generation of consoles and computers. 
Come late 2013, we’ll be seeing this title for Xbox Live Arcade, 
PC, Mac, Linux, Ouya, Android and Wii U. 
 
We’re also seeing old franchises given new life. Shadowrun 
Returns is a spiritual sequel to the two Shadowrun games 
released on the SNES and Sega Genesis which were in turn 
based on the popular cyberpunk pen and paper RPG of the 
same name. Now crowd funding has developers Harebrained 
Schemes creating a 2D turn-based RPG for tablets & PC that’s 

due out early 2013. 
 
Another crowd sourcing success story to 
come out of Kickstarter is the Ouya. This 
inexpensive, yet to be released console is 
targeting the retro gaming community, 
homebrew developers, independent studios 
and free-to-play gamers. This indie console 
already has AAA publishers Square Enix 

and NAMCO Bandai ready to provide content and is likely to be 
home to all sorts of retro games from other established 
publishers and retro-styled games from indie studios. So far the 
Ouya has a number of titles scheduled including Pier Solar, 
Final Fantasy III and Shadowrun Online, a massively 
multiplayer online game that exists in the same universe as 
Shadowrun Returns. Expect to see the Ouya hit the shelves 
late spring with a $99 price tag. 
 
No matter the flavour of nostalgia you’re partial to, the retro 
gaming market has you covered. 2013 is going to be an 
excellent year for something new, something old and a 
combination of the two.  
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Retro Gaming – When Old is New & Cool 
By Lee Guille 
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On Saturday February 2nd only between 9:00am and 
6:30pm, come out and take part in the GottaCon Gamers 
Silent Auction brought to you by GottaCon Conventions. 
Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items 
for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be 
available.  
 
What is a silent auction? 
In this type of auction, items are put on display. To place a 
bid, bidders write on a piece of paper located near the item. 
The bidder will be able to see the bids made already and 
must bid at least the minimum amount specified higher than 
the current bid. The minimum increase over the current bid 
will be $1.00 unless otherwise indicated. Bidding closes after 
a pre-set period of time. The highest bidder at the end of the 
auction wins the item and pays the price submitted. 
 
The GottaCon silent auction will run from 9:00am until 
6:30pm. At 6:30pm all bidding will stop. Winners may pay for 
the items they won between 7:30pm and 9:00pm. If you are 
not able to be present during the time indicated above please 
make arrangements with the GottaCon staff. If you cannot 
pick up your items by 9:00pm Saturday night and you have 
not made arrangements with the GottaCon Conventions staff 
for an alternate time the item in question will then go to the 
next highest bidder. Please be patient with our staff at the 
end of the auction as they have to collect the items and 
record the winning bids before they can be released to the 
winners. 
 
Cash is the only form of payment accepted. During the 
auction all items will be monitored. GottaCon Conventions is 
not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged items.  
 
Submitting an item for sale 
Please bring your item to the GottaCon auction booth in area 
19 on the map and be prepared to fill out a quick info sheet 
on your item. This info sheet will help others identify and 
understand your sale items as well as allow us to keep track 
of whose item is whose. All items will be put on display with a 
bid sheet. We recommend assigning a minimum bid to each 
item you submit. There is a small non-refundable charge of 
$1.00 (HST included) for each item submitted for sale. Items 

for sale may be submitted at the GottaCon auction booth 
between 9:00am and 5:30pm Saturday February 2nd. 
 
Please check in with the GottaCon auction booth between 
7:30pm and 9:00pm Saturday evening to find out if your 
item(s) sold or not. If your item sold you will be reimbursed 
the amount it sold for once payment is received. If you are not 
able to be present during the time indicated above please 
make arrangements with the GottaCon staff. Please be 
patient with our staff at the end of the auction as they have to 
collect the items, cash and record the winning bids before 
they can pay the owners for their items that sold. If your item 
does not sell your item will be returned to you. Any items that 
do not sell and are not collected by 7:00pm Sunday February 
3rd will become the property of GottaCon Conventions. If you 
are not able to collect your items during the time indicated 
above please make arrangements with the GottaCon staff.  
 
Some items that will be up for bid are: 

 Board games new and used 

 Tradable card games, singles and boosters 

 Previously owned video games 

 Video game systems 

 Collectible/non-collectible miniatures and accessories 

 Role-playing games old and new 

 Books, comic books and animé 

 Movies 

 Many other gaming and hobby related items 
 
The GottaCon auction provides a great opportunity to buy and 
sell all of your gaming and hobby related items at great 
prices. The previous three years have been hugely successful 
so make sure you check out the auction on Saturday!! 
 
Please note that GottaCon Conventions reserves the right to 
refuse any items submitted for sale in the auction. All items 
must be registered with GottaCon staff at the special events 
area and a fee of $1.00 per item must be paid.  

GottaCon 2013 Gamer Silent Auction 
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GottaCon Conventions 
would like to thank the many sponsors and 
exhibitors that  make GottaCon 2013 possible: 


